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  ABSTRACT 

Adsorbent materials, such as activated carbons, zeolites and metal organic frameworks, for natural gas 

storage have been of interest since the early 1970’s as alternatives to compressed and liquified natural 

gas. These adsorbent materials are comprised of a complex series of pores in which van der Waals forces 

create extremely dense natural gas films on the surface of the adsorbent. Though these materials have 

been studied for nearly 50 years, very little experimental work has been done to see how these films form 

in non-equilibrium conditions or how they are affected by the non-methane components of natural gas.  

To answer these questions, the University of Missouri created a 40 L adsorbed natural gas tank, 

containing 20.5 kg of monolithic carbon adsorbent. Using this system, methane loading and unloading 

experiments were conducted under different conditions to study how these adsorbed films evolve. Two 

natural gas cycling experiments, one with and one without active thermal control, consisting of 20 cycles 

each, were also performed to study the effect of non-methane components on adsorbed films, as well as, 

the effect thermal control has on the cyclability of these materials.  

The methane loading experiments showed that the adsorbed films first form in the smaller (< 10 Å) 

micropores. The films in these pores fill quickly during loading and saturate at either approximately 350 or 

260 g/L depending on the chosen method for determining the film volume. These values were found to be 

consistent under both the 35 and 40 bar loading experiments, showing that small changes in the loading 

procedure does not affect the density evolution in small micropores.  

Large micropores showed a strong dependence on the filling procedure. Depending on the chosen film 

volume, densities in these pores ranged from 205-227 or 101-110 g/L. Loading procedures with higher 

inlet pressures resulted in lower large micropore film densities. This suggests that the film volume is not 

constant during a loading procedure, and in the case of the monoliths, was found to vary linearly with 

increasing system temperature. Unloading experiments showed that the increase in the film volume 

below room temperature and slow desorption in small micropores can cause inefficient gas delivery. 
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Natural gas cycling showed that hydrocarbons larger than methane are selectively adsorbed by the 

carbon, resulting in some of these components being retained in the adsorbed film upon unloading. This 

results in an increase in the film density. Since most of these retained components can be assumed to be 

in the small micropores, this increase was found to possibly be upward of 250 g/L but can be reduced to 

150 g/L with active thermal control. These densities are comparable to that of liquid propane in similar 

conditions, suggesting that a liquid layer of larger hydrocarbons may be forming in small micropores, 

clogging pore space, and reducing the storage capacity of the system. The storage reduction was 16 g/L 

when not using active thermal control and 8 g/L when using thermal control. Pore clogging slowed near 

the end of the cycling process due to the ejection of previously retained ethane in the adsorbed film by 

C3+ hydrocarbons. This suggests that competition between the non-methane hydrocarbons occurs in 

certain micropores before larger pores are clogged. 
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1. Introduction and background 

1.1  Purpose  

In recent years, more people have started to be concerned about global climate change. This concern is 

due mainly to the raising global temperatures caused by the emission of greenhouse gases into the 

atmosphere. The United States has seen an average temperature increase of 1.3-1.9 °F since 1895 and 

most of this change has occurred since 1970. Temperatures are predicted to increase another 2-4 ° F over 

the next few decades and up to 10 °F by next 2100 if emissions continue to increase. Rising temperatures 

can cause flooding, droughts, rising ocean acidy, and many other drastic environmental problems [1]. This 

means that ways to reduce greenhouse gas emissions need to be found and implemented. 

One area that could be improved on is transportation systems, which in 2010, made up 27% of the total 

U.S greenhouse gas emissions. Cars and trucks accounted for 65% of this total, and petroleum accounts 

for 93% of the nation’s transportation energy use [1]. Therefore, implementing fuel sources that burn 

cleaner than petroleum products would have a significant effect on the nation’s greenhouse gas 

emissions.  

One suggested way to decrease petroleum usage is to produce vehicles that use natural gas instead of 

gasoline as a fuel source. Natural gas has 86% less CO emissions, 26% less CO2 emissions and 77% less NOx 

emissions than gasoline [2]. The United States also is projected to have enough natural gas reserves to 

last over eighty years. The price of natural gas is also projected to stay relatively constant over the next 20 

years while gasoline is expected to double in cost. Making natural gas an economical choice as well [3].   

The challenge with the implementation of natural gas vehicles lies in the fact that the energy density of 

natural gas is less than one percent of gasoline’s in ambient conditions [4]. Currently, natural gas vehicles 

use compression to 200-250 bar to overcome the energy density deficit. These high pressures require 

heavy or cost prohibitive tank designs, leading many researchers to explore the use of adsorbent 

materials. Adsorbed natural gas (ANG) tanks typically operate in the 35-60 bar range. This reduces the 
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costs associated with compression and tank design while still providing sufficient storage5-15. The purpose 

of this work is to gain a greater understanding of the adsorption process and the associated dynamics of 

carbonaceous adsorbents. This is done by presenting new studies about the dynamic evolution of the 

adsorbed film, as well as, how selective adsorption effects film densities, storage, and dynamics  

1.2  Adsorption 

Adsorption is the process of increasing the density of a substance near the surface of a material. 

Carbonaceous adsorbents in ANG systems rely on the process of physisorption which uses van der Waals 

interactions to increase the density of natural gas near the surface of the adsorbent material. These 

interactions, at ambient temperatures and pressures, create thin films of gas on the material’s surface 

with densities comparable to natural gas’s liquid density. These highly dense films contain much more gas 

then would normally be stored in the same volume, increasing the amount of gas that can be stored 

compared to traditional compressed natural gas (CNG). Since these films form on the surface of the 

adsorbent material, to maximize potential storage, it is important to produce adsorbents with high 

surface areas. This is traditionally achieved by creating a network of microscopic pores inside of the 

adsorbent. These pores can be represented as being slit shaped, leading to a double well van der Waals 

potential responsible for the gas’s densification. 

1.2.1 Van der Waals interactions  

Interactions between a molecule and a solid surface, in the case of this work being natural gas 

components and carbon, are electromagnetic in nature. In this work, these interactions do not involve 

charge transfer or sharing among the involved particles. This denotes them as physical interactions, called 

van der Waals (dispersion) interactions. In this section, the basics of these interactions will be described 

as a framework for latter expansion to the interactions of carbon sheets with natural gas components.  

Dispersion interactions between two atoms have attractive and repulsive components, both of which are 

dependent on the separation distance. Each part will be initially treated separately and then combined 

latter.  
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Traditionally, the attractive interaction between two atoms is calculated using perturbation or variational 

theories. In these cases, the unperturbed wave functions of the electrons are not anti-symmetrized in the 

electron coordinates, making these results valid only if there exists sufficient separation between the 

atoms. In the case where the atoms have no resultant angular momentum and the perturbation is taken 

to be the interactions between instantaneous dipoles, the second order perturbation term gives the 

dispersion energy, shown in Eq. (1) [16,17]. 

 𝑉a = −𝐶𝑟−6 (1) 

The value of the constant 𝐶, in the case of perturbation approaches, is determined based on the chosen 

formulation. If the atoms are taken as a set of isotropic harmonic oscillators, then 𝐶 will be dependent on 

the energy levels of the atoms and the quantum mechanical oscillator strengths. Over the years, many 

formulas for determining this constant have been proposed. Many of these formulas relate 𝐶 to the 

polarizability of the atoms in question, where larger polarizabilities increase the interaction energy. It is 

also noted that, in cases where dipole-quadrupole and quadrupole-quadrupole interactions are also 

included as perturbations, terms scaling with 𝑟−8 and 𝑟−10 are added to Eq. (1) [16]. Since dispersion 

energies are additive, in cases where there are more than two atoms, the total interaction of one atom 

with its surrounds can be determined as a summation of all the interactions with individual atoms. Shown 

in Eq. (2) where 𝑉𝑗  represents the interaction energy due to an individual atom. 

 𝑉a = ∑ 𝑉a,𝑗
𝑗

 (2) 

Repulsion between atoms occurs at close separations and is difficult to calculate due to the electron 

distribution being distorted in these cases. First order perturbation theory, applied to inert gas atoms, has 

been conducted, resulting in integrals that can only be determined numerically. It is mentioned here that 

the electron wave functions in these cases need to be made anti-symmetric in the electrons coordinates. 

After evaluating the results of the numeric calculation, it was found that the repulsive energy, 𝑉r, most 

closely followed an exponential form, given in Eq. (3a). A simpler approximation of this result is given by 

the classical power law formula, Eq. (3b), which has shown satisfactory agreement in many gases for 
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certain choices of 𝐵 and 𝑚. Its simplicity leads to its use in many applications. In the case of Eq. (3a), 𝑟, is 

the distance between nuclei, and in Eq. (3b), it is the distance between atomic centers [16].  

 𝑉r = 𝐵exp(−𝑎𝑟) 

𝑉r = 𝐵𝑟−𝑚 

(3a) 

(3b) 

To create a potential function that is applicable over a range of distances, it is common to sum the 

attractive and repulsive contributions to the potential. The most common form was proposed by Lennard-

Jones where Eq. (1) and Eq. (3b) are combined with a choice of 𝑚=12, given as Eq. (4a). Equation (4a) has 

shown excellent agreement with physical properties of crystals and gasses and is traditionally represented 

in terms of a characteristic separation distance, 𝜎, where 𝑉 equals zero, and a constant 𝜖, as shown in Eq. 

(4b) [16].  

 𝑉 = 𝐶𝑟−6 + 𝐵𝑟−12 

𝑉 = 𝜖 [(
𝜎

𝑟
)

12

− 2 (
𝜎

𝑟
)

6

] 

(4a) 

(4b) 

Equations (4a&b) are known as the Lenard-Jones potential and are commonly used to describe the 

interactions between particles in adsorption studies.  

1.2.2 Excess adsorption  

Excess adsorption is the increase in gas stored in a volume at a specific pressure and temperature when 

compared to a non-adsorbing system of the same volume at the same pressure and temperature. Excess 

adsorption can be calculated as the difference between the total amount of gas stored and the amount of 

compressed gas that would normally be present in the absence of adsorption, Eq. (5). This is represented 

pictorially in Fig. (1). 

 𝑚ex = 𝑚st,withAdsorbent − 𝑚st,w/oAdsorbent (5) 
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Figure 1: Representation of excess adsorption. In a thin layer near the surface of the adsorbent material (orange layer) 

the gas is much denser than the compressed gas away from the surface.  

Figure (1) shows that the excess adsorption will scale with the amount of adsorbent used since this will 

increase the total area available for an adsorbed layer to form. Therefore, gravimetric excess adsorption 

(𝐺ex), defined in Eq. (6), is traditionally reported. Gravimetric excess adsorption is defined as the excess 

adsorption (𝑚ex) divided by the mass of sample (𝑚s).  

 𝐺ex =
𝑚ex

𝑚s

 (6) 

1.2.3 Gravimetric and volumetric storage 

In many applications, the storage quantity of interest is not excess adsorption, but the total amount of gas 

stored per unit of mass or volume. These are known as gravimetric (𝐺st) and volumetric storage (𝑉st), 

respectively. The definitions are given as East. (7&8) where 𝑚st is the total mass stored by the system, 

and 𝑉s is the system’s volume.  

 𝐺st =
𝑚st

𝑚s

 (7) 

 𝑉st =
𝑚st

𝑉s

 (8) 

In certain systems, the amount of total mass stored is directly measured, but in other systems, only the 

excess adsorption is known. In these systems, to determine storage capacities, the porosity (𝜙), skeletal 
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density (𝜌sk), and gas density (𝜌g) need to be known. Porosity, or void fraction, is defined in Eq. (9) as the 

total pore volume divided by the total system volume. 

 
𝜙 =

𝑉pore

𝑉system

 
(9) 

If the system volume considered is that of a single adsorbent particle, then the Eq. (9) will result in the 

crystalline porosity (𝜙c) and will lead to the crystalline gravimetric and volumetric storage capacities 

(𝐺st,c & 𝑉st,c). If the system volume considered is the volume of the container (bed) containing the 

adsorbent particles, then Eq. (9) results in the bed porosity (𝜙bed) and will lead to the bed gravimetric and 

volumetric storage capacities (𝐺st,bed & 𝑉st,bed). Figure (2) shows the difference between the two volume 

choices.  

 

Figure 2: Figure representing the difference between the crystalline and bed systems. On the left, the crystalline 

system is pictured. In this case, only the adsorbent particle’s volume is considered as the system volume. On the right, 

the bed system is pictured. Here the system volume is the entire volume of the bed containing the adsorbent particles. 

Skeletal density is defined as the adsorbent’s mass divided by system volume minus the pore volume, 

shown in Eq. (10). This can be determined using helium pycnometry, but it is typically taken to be 

approximately 2 g/mL for adsorbent carbons [18,19].   

With these measurable quantities, it is possible to express East. (7&8) in terms of known quantities, given 

as Eqs. (11&12). 
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 𝜌sk =
𝑚s

𝑉system − 𝑉pore

 (10) 

   

 𝐺st,c/bed = 𝐺ex + (
𝜌g

𝜌sk

) (𝜙c/bed
−1 − 1)

−1
=

𝑚st

𝑚c/bed

 (11) 

 𝑉st,c/bed = 𝐺st𝜌sk(1 − 𝜙c/bed) =
𝑚st

𝑉c/bed

 (12) 

1.2.4 Gravimetric absolute adsorption and enthalpy of adsorption 

Absolute adsorption (𝑚ad) is defined as the total amount of gas stored in the adsorbed film of an 

adsorbent. Referring to Fig. (1), this means that absolute adsorption accounts for all the gas molecules 

inside of the orange layer. Equation (13) is used to calculate absolute adsorption by adding the amount of 

compressed gas that would normally be in the adsorbed film to the excess adsorption. Normally absolute 

adsorption is reported as gravimetric absolute adsorption (𝐺abs), where the adsorbed amount is divided 

by the sample mass, Eq. (14).  

 𝑚ad = 𝑚ex + 𝜌g𝑉film (13) 

 
𝐺abs = 𝐺ex + 𝜌g

𝑉film

𝑚s

=
𝑚abs

𝑚s

 
(14) 

The film volume (𝑉film) is used in both Eqs. (13&14) but is not a directly measured quantity. This means 

that an approximation of the film volume must be determined before calculating absolute adsorption. The 

choice of film volume is bounded by the two limiting cases, 𝑉film = 0 and 𝑉film = 𝑉pore. It should be noted 

that using zero for the film volume reduces Eq. (14) to Eq. (15). 

 𝐺abs = 𝐺ex (15) 

Absolute adsorption is an important quantity since it is needed to determine the enthalpy of adsorption, 

latter referred to as the heat of adsorption (Δ𝐻ads). Since adsorbed particles are placed into a lower 

energy state, adsorption is an exothermic process. The heat of adsorption is used to quantify the binding 

energy between the adsorbate and adsorbent and can be experimentally found using calorimetry, 

isosteres, Henry’s law or the Clausius-Clapeyron equation [20]. In this work, the reported heats of 

adsorption were found using the Clausius-Clapeyron equation, given as Eq. (16). 
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Δ𝐻 =
𝑅 ∙ ln (

𝑃1

𝑃2
 )

1
𝑇2

 −
1
𝑇1

 

(16) 

1.3 Background  

In this section, relevant background information about carbonaceous adsorbents will be presented as a 

framework for this work.  

1.3.1 Pore sizes  

Since adsorption occurs in the pore networks of the carbon, many researches have studied the optimum 

pore sizes for the storage of methane and other natural gas components. Pore sizes are classified as 

micropores (<2 nm), mesopores (2-50 nm), or macropores (>50 nm) [21]. The focus of this section will be 

on micropores since larger pores contribute considerably less to the studied material’s methane or 

natural gas adsorption [22–24]. In this work, the pore size (𝐻) will be the separation of 2 slabs if a slit 

shape pore model is used, or the diameter of the pore if a circular pore model is used, shown in Fig. (3). In 

theoretical works this is sometimes referred to as the available pore space. 

 

Figure 3: Figure representing the pore size for a slit shaped pore (left) and a circular pore (right). 

Assuming slit shaped pores, the interaction between the carbon and methane is typically modeled by 

applying either a “10-4-3”, Eq. (17), or modified Lennard-Jones, Eq. (18), potential to each carbon wall 

[25–29]. In both equations, 𝜎sf (~3.6 Å) is a length giving the collision parameter between the methane 

molecule and the carbon, 𝜖sf is a carbon methane interaction parameter, Δ is the carbon sheet 
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separation, 𝜌s is the carbon sheet’s number density, and 𝑧 is the distance from the line running through 

the center of the carbon atoms.  

 
𝑉10−4−3(𝑧) = 2𝜋𝜌𝑠𝜖sf𝜎sf

2 Δ [
2

5
(

𝜎sf

𝑧
)

10

− (
𝜎sf

𝑧
)

4

− (
𝜎sf

4

3Δ(𝑧 + .61Δ)3
)]  

(17) 

 
𝑉𝑀𝐿𝐽(𝑧) = 8𝜋𝜖sf𝜌𝑠 (

𝜎sf
12

10𝑧10
−

𝜎sf
6

4𝑧4
) 

(18) 

The difference between Eq. (17) and Eq. (18) is that Eq. (17) is summed over multiple carbon planes which 

cause long range interactions while Eq. (18) only represents one carbon plane. Both equations start by 

assuming the total potential is given by the summation of the individual Lenard-Jones potentials between 

a given gas molecule and each carbon atom in the plane. The discrete set of carbon atoms is then 

assumed to be continuous, turning the summation into an integral over the three spatial components. 

Equation (18) is then obtained by integrating out the x and y variables, leaving the potential as a function 

of the distance 𝑧. This was done explicitly by Steele [28]. Summing over multiple planes to account for the 

long-range interactions results in a third term in the potential, shown in Eq. (17), and is discussed in more 

detail by Stecki [29].  

The methane-methane interaction is typically modeled using a standard Lenard-Jones equation, Eq. (4b), 

where the collision parameter changes to 𝜎ff (~3.8 Å) [25]. It is noted that these interactions do not cause 

significant multi-layer adsorption due to the low operating pressure and the high operating temperatures 

compared to methane’s critical temperature. It has been found that the strongest interactions occur in 

pore sizes approximately equal to 𝜎ff [25,26] where only a single layer of adsorbed methane can 

accumulate inside the pore. It has been shown that excess adsorption is always maximized in pores that 

are a multiple of 𝜎ff since they minimize void space inside the pore [26]. In pores sizes of ~ 3.8 Å, the 

potential wells created by each wall overlap and create a single deep potential well. As the pore size 

increases, the potential wells start to separate and create two separate smaller peaks [25,30], shown in 

Fig. (4).  
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Figure 4: Figure showing the potential created by two different pore sizes, reproduced from Ref. [30]. 

These potential wells create the high-density films that allow for the storage gains from adsorption [25–

27]. The deep potential wells in the 3.8 Å pores cause these films to become saturated at low pressures, 

leading to larger pores (𝐻 =7.5-11.5 Å) storing more gas at pressures higher than 15 bar. This means that 

pores between 7.5 and 11.5 Å are optimal for ANG storage systems which typically operate at 35 bar 

[25,26]. The low saturation pressure of the 3.8 Å pores also makes them undesirable for ANG systems that 

require effective gas delivery. Since these pores saturate near atmospheric pressure, the amount of gas 

delivered between the starting pressure and atmosphere is small compared to larger pores which 

saturate at higher pressures. Cracknell showed that, when starting from 34 bar, a 7.5 Å pore would deliver 

130% more methane than a 3.8 Å pore [26].  

The density of the adsorbed films is also highly dependent on the pore size.  The density in 3.8 Å pores is 

higher than the larger pores at low pressures or when only considering a small portion of the volume 

inside of the pore [25,26]. As the pressure increases, the density inside the 7.5 Å micropores becomes 

larger than in the 3.8 Å pores due to the ability to form a second adsorbed layer [25,26]. A study of 35 

different carbon adsorbents showed that in narrow micropores (< 7.5 Å), at 298 K, the methane film 

densities could reach 210 g/L at 30 bar and reach a maximum of 230 g/L at higher pressures. Larger 

micropores showed a slower growth at low pressures, only reaching 90 g/L at 30 bar and a maximum 

value of 210 g/L [23]. These are consistent with the average micropore densities determined by Lozano-
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Castelló et al. who divided the absolute adsorption by the total micropore volume and did neutron 

scattering in pores of approximately 15 Å [24]. These methods use the entire micropore volume to 

determine the density of the absorbed gas. Theoretical studies also support that film densities are 

determined by the pore size, reporting densities ranging from 67-370 g/L in pores between 4-28 Å [26,31]. 

The assumption that the film volume equals the entire pore or micropore volume is a common 

convention since the film volume cannot be measured directly. Methane 𝐺ex isotherms, as shown in      

Fig. (5), are classified as type 1 isotherms since they are non-monotonic and show a maximum [21,32]. By 

fitting the high pressure/density part of the isotherms with either a straight line or and Ono-Kondo 

function, given as Eq. (19), the specific film volume can be found from the negative slope of the fitting 

function [33]. The parameter A in Eq. (19) is a scaling factor while parameters B and C are related to the 

film’s saturation density (x intercept) and binding energy, respectively.  

 

𝐺ex =
2𝐴 (1 −

𝜌g

𝐵
) (1 − 𝑒

𝐶
𝑇)

1 + (
𝐵
𝜌g

− 1) 𝑒
𝐶
𝑇

 

(19) 

     

Figure 5: A, 𝐺𝑒𝑥  isotherm where the high-density data was fit using a straight line. B, 𝐺𝑒𝑥  isotherm where the entire 

isotherm was fit using the Ono-Kondo function. 

Figure (5) also shows that, at a certain density, 𝐺ex will become zero, meaning that there is no storage 

benefit due to the adsorbent. The density at which this occurs is known as the saturated film density and 

has been shown to be approximately 400 g/L for a variety of carbons between 193-296 K [33]. This is not 
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the density though where ANG stops outperforming CNG since 𝐺ex does not account for gas that would 

have been stored in the volume that the carbon occupies. By combining the storage equations giving in 

the introduction, Eq. (20) has been shown to be the condition for ANG to outperform CNG [34]. 

 𝐺𝑒x >
𝜌g

𝜌sk

 (20) 

Actual carbon adsorbents have a range of pore sizes characterized by the carbon’s pore size distribution 

(PSD). These PSDs are calculated from sub-critical nitrogen isotherms using quenched solid density 

functional theory (QSDFT) [19]. Optimal adsorbents should have a substantial number of pores be 

approximately 7.5 Å wide and the vast majority of pores be under 20 Å [22]. Methane adsorption has 

shown a loose linear relationship to the micropore volume, implying that adsorbents with larger 

micropore volumes perform better [23,24]. Adsorbents that deviate from this typically have PSDs with 

sharp peaks near 7.5 Å. These adsorbents have such high film densities that they can store more gas than 

adsorbents with larger micropore volumes [24].  

1.3.2 Heat of adsorption  

Δ𝐻 is used as a representation of the binding energy between the carbon and adsorbate. Larger Δ𝐻 

values mean larger binding energies. This can allow for greater storage of gas, but it also causes the peaks 

in the 𝐺ex isotherms to occur at lower pressures by enlarging the C value in Eq. (19).  

Δ𝐻 is a coverage dependent quantity, so its value depends on the amount of adsorption that has already 

occurred. Therefore, Δ𝐻 values are typically reported at either low/zero coverage or at high coverage, 

after Δ𝐻 has leveled off. In some cases, Δ𝐻 is reported as a function of the gas pressure since coverage 

scales with gas pressure, which can be seen by combining Eqs. (14&19). 

Grand canonical Monte-Carlo simulations (GCMCS) have shown that Δ𝐻 generally drops with increasing 

pore size due to the smaller pores having larger adsorption potentials [25,27,35]. Δ𝐻 in some cases has 

been shown to peak in pore sizes that are a multiple 𝜎ff, but the effect is suppressed in pores larger than 

3𝜎ff[27].  3.8 Å wide pores have been shown to have Δ𝐻 values upward 22 kJ/mol while 7.5 Å pores are 

typically in the 15-17 kJ/mol range. At low coverage, Δ𝐻 is relatively constant and is mainly determined by 
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the interaction between the carbon and methane molecules. At moderate coverages, the methane 

molecules can attract each other causing a stronger adsorption interaction which increases Δ𝐻. In certain 

pores, at very high coverage, the methane-methane interaction can become repulsive, lowering the 

adsorption potential and decreasing Δ𝐻 [25,27].  Due to the relationship between Δ𝐻 and the peak in the 

𝐺ex isotherms, if Δ𝐻 increases to much, the delivery will suffer due to increased adsorption at the 

minimum operating pressure. It was shown that a Δ𝐻 value of 18.8 kJ/mol would maximize delivery for a 

system operating at room temperature between 30 and 1.5 bar. The average high coverage value of 16 

kJ/mol was shown to be the optimal value if the system was operating at 253 K [35]. 

When dealing with carbon samples with a variety of pore sizes, Δ𝐻 decreases with coverage. This is 

because the smaller pores with larger binding energies typically saturate at lower coverages than larger 

pores. This means that as coverage increases, the Δ𝐻 value will drop from the 22-24 kJ/mol range 

associated with smaller pores to the average 15-17 kJ/mol range associated with larger micropores. This 

has been shown by Rash [18] and Gillespie [33] for a variety of temperatures. 

1.3.3 Surface area and porosity 

The PSD is an important part of producing effective adsorbents for storage but creating pores of the 

correct size only matters if there are enough open pores and surface area for adsorption to occur. 

Typically used adsorbent’s have surface areas that range from 1000 to 3000 m2/g but high performing 

adsorbents range between 2000 and 3000 m2/g [22,24,30].  Adsorption being a surface phenomenon 

means that carbons with larger surface areas should be able to store more gas than those with lower 

surface areas. Comparisons between a wide variety of adsorbents has shown that 𝐺st increases linearly 

with the specific surface area [5]. This is not true though of 𝑉st which is typically of more interest for 

application purposes [5,22]. Figure (6), produced by Gillespie [33] (reproduced here with consent), shows 

changing the porosity of a material affects the 𝐺st and 𝑉st for hydrogen adsorption at 77 K.  
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Figure 6: Relationship between 𝐺𝑠𝑡  and 𝑉𝑠𝑡  for different values of excess adsorption. Figure from Gillespie [33].  

Since many of these high surface area carbons have large porosities to create their large surface areas, 

they have relatively low densities. Increasing the porosity decreases the 𝑉st of a system while increasing 

𝐺st. This means that increasing the surface area per gram will increase 𝐺st while increasing the surface 

area per cubic centimeter will increase 𝑉st. Considerable work has gone into refining production methods 

to create adsorbents with the optimal 𝐺st, 𝑉st, or both. Table 1 gives a comparison of different carbons 

varying in surface area and porosity. 
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Table 1: Comparison of carbon samples with different surface areas and porosities. 𝜌𝑠𝑘  was assumed to be 2 when 

needed for calculations.  

Sample 

Name 

Surface Area 

(m2/g) 

Porosity Pressure 

(bar) 

𝐺st (g/kg) 𝑉st (g/L) Citation 

Saran (B) 900 0.84 35 87 27.8 [5,36] 

Norit R1 1240 0.81 35 82 31.2 [5,36] 

Barnbey MI 1730 0.77 35 109 50.1 [5,37] 

Kansai 

Maxsorb 

2670 0.87 35 164 42.6 [5,37] 

LFC47 1790 0.60 40 105 84 [24] 

LFC73 2400 0.65 40 154 108 [24] 

Maxsorb-A 3100 0.75 40 197 98.5 [24] 

MSC-30 2760 0.81 35 242 92 [30] 

MWV-0260 2640 0.76 35 227 109 [30] 

Br-0311, 

monolith 

2300 0.71 35 195 113 [18,30] 

 

Attempting to maximize the volumetric storage of adsorbents, as well as improve their mechanical 

properties, many groups have made monoliths from powdered activated carbons (PACs) [18,24,30,38–

40]. These monoliths are usually created by compacting a mixture of a precursor PAC with a binder 

material under high temperatures and pressures. This densifies the adsorbent making it more suitable for 

volumetric storage applications but also results in smaller pore volumes and surface areas. Even with the 

small losses, effectively made monoliths improve on their precursors 𝑉st capacities, as seen in Table 1 

with Br-0311 whose precursor was MWV-0260[18,30]. 
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The total micropore volume also needs to be considered when creating adsorbents. As mentioned in the 

previous section, pores above 20 Å do not significantly contribute to adsorption, especially in high 

performing carbon adsorbents at typical ANG operating pressures. This suggests that the 𝐺ex should be 

proportional to the specific micropore volume since 𝐺ex is independent of porosity. Groups have found a 

mostly linear relationship between an adsorbent’s total specific micropore volume and 𝐺ex[24,41]. The 

outliers are assumed to be due to the differences in the PSDs. Adsorbents with similar micropore 

volumes, but consisting of mostly 7.5 Å pores, were shown to store more gas than those containing larger 

micropores [24].  

1.3.4 Selectivity  

Natural gas consists mainly of methane, but many other components, in varying concentrations, are 

typically found as well. The non-methane components interact differently with the carbon, therefore, 

changing the uptake, delivery, and film properties of the adsorbent.  

The main components of natural gas outside of methane are typically ethane, propane, carbon dioxide 

and nitrogen with ethane being the most prevalent. Lager hydrocarbons exist as well but typically in 

smaller amounts. C2+ hydrocarbons and carbon dioxide have been shown to have larger storage capacities 

and stronger interactions with adsorbent carbons, demonstrated by their larger heats of adsorption which 

increase linearly with carbon number [20,42–45]. The differences between the interaction potentials of 

different components lead to certain components being selectively adsorbed. Selective adsorption in 

natural gas is typically quantified by the selectivity (𝛼) of a certain component relative to methane, given 

as Eq. (21), where 𝐶bulk,𝑖  is the concentration of the 𝑖th component in the bulk gas phase and 𝐶ad,𝑖  is the 

concentration of the 𝑖th component in the adsorbed phase.  

 𝛼𝑖,CH4
= (𝐶𝑖,ad/𝐶𝑖,bulk)/(𝐶CH4,ad/𝐶CH4,bulk) (21) 

Simulations of the adsorption of two component mixtures consisting of methane and ethane have shown 

the selectivity of any non-methane element is dependent on the temperature, pressure and pore size. The 

zero-pressure selectivity decreases monotonically as the pore size increases [43]. At higher pressures, this 
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trend is generally true, but a local maximum arises in pores ~6 Å wide due to the rotational freedom a 

two-centered ethane molecule would have at this width [43,46]. This suggests that the selectivity of 

hydrocarbons larger than ethane should also show local maximum in pores that would allow for the 

molecule to rotate freely inside the pore. The selectivity was also seen to decrease with increasing 

temperature.  

To optimize the biogas refining process, extensive work has been done regarding the uptake of carbon 

dioxide and nitrogen with respect to methane. Nitrogen has been shown to adsorb less effectively on 

carbon adsorbents at room temperature than methane [42,47]. This can be attributed to the weaker 

interaction potential between nitrogen and the adsorbent, suggested by the smaller heat of adsorption 

[47]. The weaker interaction between nitrogen and the adsorbent leads to nitrogen having a selectivity 

less than one. Nitrogen’s selectivity on different carbon samples has been shown to be approximately 

equal to 0.28 and relatively constant with changing temperature and pressure [42,47]. This shows that 

carbon adsorbents are resistant to nitrogen contamination.  

Carbon dioxide shows a higher uptake when compared to methane and a larger heat of adsorption 

[42,47–49]. Experiments have shown that the selectivity of carbon dioxide is typically between 2-5 and 

depends on the carbon’s composition and surface properties. Adsorbents with larger average pore sizes 

show a smaller selectivity [42,47]. It has also been suggested that the carbon dioxide selectivity is 

optimized when the adsorbent has a surface area above 2000 m2/g, a pore volume greater than 1 mL/g, 

and a carbon content less than 90% [49]. The remaining 10+% should be oxygen since this was shown to 

affect the carbon dioxide uptake more than nitrogen or sulfur [49].  

In two component mixtures, the selectivity of carbon dioxide in mesopores has been suggested to 

decrease with both increasing pressure and temperature [47]. It also has been suggested that the carbon 

dioxide selectivity decreases with increasing methane composition [47]. Other groups have suggested that 

in multi-component natural gas mixtures, carbon dioxides selectivity increases with increasing pressure 

[42]. 
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The selectivity of these components, especially of the C2+ hydrocarbons, cause an adsorbent’s storage 

capacities to change with increased usage. Components that have a stronger interaction with the 

adsorbent than methane are not completely discharged when depressurizing to the chosen rail pressure 

(typically 1-3 bar) [50]. These retained components occupy adsorption sites that typically are not filled at 

the chosen rail pressure, limiting future adsorption. This effect has been shown to be able to reduce an 

adsorbent’s volumetric storage capacity upward of 50%, but the reduction can be significantly smaller and 

is highly dependent on the composition of the natural gas being used, the adsorbents PSD, and the 

amount of cycling performed [42,50]. These retained components also shift the composition of the 

adsorbed film toward larger hydrocarbons. It was shown that in some MOFs, the adsorbed film can 

become less than 40% methane after 200 cycles [51]. These components occupying adsorption sites also 

reduces the selectivity of the adsorbent with increased cycling since the remaining adsorption sites are in 

larger pores which have lower selectivity values [51]. The change in the adsorbed film’s composition also 

affects the composition of the discharged gas. Simulations have shown that as cycling progresses, the 

mole percent of the larger hydrocarbons in the discharged gas increases. Ethane, propane and butane all 

reach maximums before 1000 cycles and level off after a slight decrease. C5+ hydrocarbons level off after 

1000 cycles, and at this point, the delivered gas becomes constant in composition [44].  

1.3.5 MU carbon monoliths  

The monoliths used in this work were produced from MeadWestvaco PAC.  The PAC was then mixed with 

a binder of polyvinylidene chloride (PVDC) in a 2:1 ratio of PAC to PVDC. The two powders were mixed in 

rock tumblers using ball bearings. After mixing, 500 grams of mixture was placed in a custom-built steel 

die and compacted at 760 bar and 27 °C. The temperature was increased 3 °C/min, until reaching a final 

temperature of 305 °C, which was maintained for 90 minutes. The die was then allowed to cool for 

approximately 16 hours while maintaining the compression. After removal, the monoliths were placed 

under nitrogen flow and heated to 700 °C to remove any HCl or salts formed during the carbonization 

process16. In this way, approximately 40 kg of monoliths were produced.  Monoliths that were to be used 

in the 40L ANG tank were then cut to fit inside the tank openings. A more detailed description of the 
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monolith production can be found in the works of Rash [18,52] while the specifics of the PAC production 

can be found in U.S Patents 5,416056[53] and 5,965,483[54]. Approximately one out of every 20 

monoliths were used for characterization purposes and revealed that the monoliths are nearly identical to 

each other. For this reason, a representative monolith (BR-0311) is used to present the characterization 

data.  

Subcritical nitrogen adsorption was used to characterize the monoliths and determine the PSD, 

cumulative pore volume, porosity, and surface area. The monoliths were assumed to have slit shaped 

pores and a 𝜌sk of 2 g/mL for these calculations. The 𝜌sk was confirmed using helium pycnomoetry by 

Gillespie. The full results were originally published by Rash [18], selected measurements are reproduced 

in Fig. (7).   

 

Figure 7: Skeletal density of a representative MU monolith (Br-0311) which shows the skeletal density to be 2.02 +/- 

.05 g/mL [18]. 

The monolith’s have a bimodal PSD with peaks around 7 and 15 Å. The PSD for BR-0311 is shown in       

Fig. (8A) and was originally published by Rash et al [18]. The 7 Å pores, as discussed above, were included 

to maximize the monolith’s deliverable storage capacity. The 15 Å pores have lower storage capabilities 
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compared to the 7 Å pores but do allow for faster diffusion though the monoliths. The PSD was shown to 

be similar to the precursor PAC, but there was a reduction in the 7 Å pores which also decreased the 

cumulative pore volume from 1.54 cm3/g to 1.45 cm3/g. Even with this reduction, most of the pore 

volume still occurs in the micropore range, as shown in Fig. (8B). 

    

Figure 8: A, Pore size distribution for a representative MU monolith (Br-0311). It is bimodal with peaks around 7 and 

15 Å. B, The cumulative pore volume for a representative MU monolith (Br-0311). Most of the pore volume is in the 

micropores. The remaining pore volume not shown here belongs to pores above 350 Å. 

Rash explained the reduction of total pore volume by saying that minor pore clogging occurred during the 

creation of the monoliths. This was also used to explain the monoliths having a smaller surface area than 

the precursor powder, dropping from 2600 m2/g to 2300 m2/g [18]. Here the author presents another 

mechanism for the reduction.  The PVDC binder used when creating the monoliths when pyrolyzed 

creates porous adsorbent carbons while releasing hydrochloric acid. Using electron dispersion 

spectroscopy (EDS) is was found that the chlorine percentage relative to the carbon percentage inside a 

completed monolith was 0.1:99.9 +\- 1%, which can be taken to be effectively 0% chlorine. This suggests 

that only the carbon from the PVDC was left inside the monolith. Assuming the precursor powder is 100% 

carbon, and complete removal of the PVDC’s chlorine and hydrogen, pyrolyzed PVDC carbon will 

contribute approximately 11% of the total carbon inside the monolith. The specific surface area and 

cumulative pore volumes of three PVDC carbons have been averaged, resulting in an average specific 

surface area of 790 m2/g and an average cumulative pore volume of 0.44 mL/g. Then using Eqs. (22&23), 
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which assumes the total specific surface area (Σ) or pore volume (𝑃𝑉) is equal to the contribution of the 

precursor and PVDC carbon, it was found the monoliths should have a specific surface area of 2400 m2/g 

and a specific cumulative pore volume of 1.41 mL/g. 

 Σmonolith = .89Σprecursor + .11ΣPVDC (22) 

 𝑃𝑉monolith = .89𝑃𝑉precursor + .11𝑃𝑉PVDC (23) 

These predicted values are both well within error of the surface area and cumulative pore volume 

measurements. This suggests the smaller pore volume and surface area could be due to the remaining 

PVDC binder inside the monolith. The slight differences may also be caused by pore clogging since EDS of 

the monoliths did show trace amounts of heavy metals. These were most likely deposited by the dye since 

the metals found were common elements added during the production of steel. The EDS analysis also 

showed that the composition of the monolith was consistent throughout the monolith. 

The reduction in the surface area and micropore volume due to the binder resulted in the monoliths 

having a smaller 𝐺ex than the precursor PAC. The average monolith had a 𝐺ex of 181 g/kg at 35 bar and 

296 K which was a 4% reduction from the precursor, MWV-0260. Since 𝐺ex is independent of porosity, this 

reduction can be attributed to the loss of surface area between the precursor and monolith. The monolith 

did have a smaller porosity then its precursor carbon (0.73 compared to 0.76) which allowed the average 

monolith’s 𝑉st,c to be within error of the precursor (109 compared 110 g/L). This ends up increasing the 

monolith’s 𝑉st,bed since they can be packed more efficiently than PACs. PACs have been shown to have a 

maximum packing fraction (𝑓), defined in Eq. (24) where 𝜌env is the envelope density, of approximately 

0.63[18], equal to that of closed packed spheres [55,56]. 

 𝑓 = 𝜌bed/𝜌env (24) 

Monoliths on the other hand have packing fractions approximately equal to unity. To see how this would 

affect the 𝑉st,bed, Eq. (25) can be used to convert the 𝑉st,c into 𝑉st,bed, assuming 𝑓 is known. Using Eq. (25), 

it can be shown that the monoliths have a 45% higher 𝑉st,bed than their precursor [30].   

 𝑉st,bed = 𝑉st,c𝑓 + 𝜌g(1 − 𝑓) (25) 
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The monolith’s saturated film volume and densities at multiple temperatures (193, 223, 253, 273 ,296 K) 

were also evaluated using the 𝐺ex isotherms as discussed in section 1.3.1.  Gillespie found that the 

saturated film density of the monoliths across the entire range of temperatures was 400 ± 50 g/L, and the 

saturated film volume remained constant around 0.69 mL/g [33]. These values differ greatly from the 

commonly chosen film volumes of 0, the system’s micropore volume, or the system’s total pore volume. 

Since the chosen film volumes determine the absolute adsorption, when determining Δ𝐻 using the 

Clausius-Clapeyron equation, choosing the film volume to be the entire pore volume will underestimate 

Δ𝐻 while using a film volume of zero would overestimate Δ𝐻. Using the Clausius-Clapeyron equation 

between isotherms taken at 273 K and 296 K, Δ𝐻 for the monoliths was determined to decrease from 23 

kJ/mol at low coverage and level off around 16 kJ/mol as coverage increased [18]. Δ𝐻 also was seen to 

decrease slightly if lower temperature isotherms were used for the calculation [33]. This value agrees with 

the average heat of adsorptions predicated by simulations, but the high Δ𝐻 values at low coverage 

suggest there may be pores smaller than 6 Å within the monoliths that are not well characterized when 

using nitrogen isotherms to determine the PSD. Since the film volumes come from fitting the 𝐺ex 

isotherm, different film volumes can be obtained by using different fitting parameters and still result in a 

similar R2 value. In this work, different fits were chosen from those used by Gillespie to ensure the fits do 

not cross each other at high densities since two different isotherms should not cross each other. The fits 

used in this work are shown below in Fig. (9A), and the fits used by Gillespie can be found in his work 

Properties of Adsorbed Hydrogen and Methane Films on Nanoporous Solids[33]. These fits gave a more 

diverse set of films volumes ranging between 0.57 and 0.77 mL/g. The film volumes were also found to 

decrease almost linearly with increasing temperature, as shown in Fig. (9B). Δ𝐻 was calculated using 

these fits and Eq. (16) and is presented for high coverages between 273 and 296 K in Fig. (9C). 
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Figure 9: A, Figure showing the 𝐺𝑒𝑥  isotherms and applied OnoKondo fits for BR-0311 and BR-0627A. BR-0627A was 

used for the 193 K isotherm since it was easier to fit at high density. B, Figure showing the nearly linear decrease in 

specific film volume with temperature. C, Figure showing 𝛥𝐻 as a function of absolute adsorption, calculated using the 

fits shown in Fig. (9A) and the Clausius-Clapeyron equation with temperatures of T = 273 and T = 296 K.  

The cyclability of the monoliths was tested in conjunction with a guard bed by Rash. These tests showed 

that over 20 cycles of pressurizing from 1 to 35 bar, then depressurizing back to 1 bar, the carbon retained 

1.1 kg of extra mass. The retained mass is due to the selective adsorption of C2+ hydrocarbons which are 

not completely desorbed without heated regeneration. It was also found that mass retained after cycle 15 

was ~94% propane, suggesting that the majority ethane retention stops before the 15th cycle [52]. Guard 

beds have been effectively used to eliminate the mass retention associated with cycling, but in these 

cases the guard bed was continually regenerated during the discharge process [38]. The work done by 
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Rash showed that using a guard bed without consistent regeneration does not effectively reduce mass 

retention due to natural gas cycling.   
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2. Equipment and methods 

2.1 California exchange commission (CEC) tank 

The CEC tank is a 40 L conformable ANG steel tank. It is filled with 20.5 kg of MU carbon monoliths whose 

properties and production were described above in section 1.3.5. Shown in Fig. (10A), the CEC tank was 

created to make storage and dynamic loading and unloading measurements on a large-scale system. The 

tank is made of multiple steel sections, each containing monoliths that had been cut to match the shape 

of the section openings, shown in Fig. (10B). A small flow gap was included inside these sections to allow 

for increased axial flow during fills and discharges. The inclusion of the flow gap and small spaces between 

individual monoliths leads to the tank having a packing fraction of 𝑓 = 0.94.  

      

Figure 10: A, Picture of the CEC tank standing upright. The tank consists of multiple steel sections that have been 

joined together in a semi-rectangular fashion. B, A close view of three furthest right sections. Sides connecting two 

sections were made flat to increase the conformity of the tank. 

The CEC tank is known as a conformable ANG tank. CNG tanks are cylindrical in shape since this provides a 

high structural efficiency that allows for high pressure storage. The drawback with traditional cylindrical 

tanks is that they do not integrate well into the traditionally rectangular volumes available on 

automobiles. It is known that, if in a rectangular envelope with an integer value aspect ratio, cylinders fill 
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less than 75% of the available volume. In cases where the aspect ratio is a non-integer value, the unused 

volume can be upward of 50%. ANG tanks operate at much lower pressures then CNG, allowing for other 

tank designs to be considered. In the CEC tank, cylindrical sections with flat sides were joined together to 

create a semi-rectangular tank design, shown in Figs. (10A&B). This design would fill approximately 78.5% 

of a rectangular envelope, increasing how efficiently the tank could be integrated into current vehicles 

[22].  

Though the CEC tank was made with steel, due to the low operating pressure of ANG tanks, it should be 

possible to produce tanks made of aluminum. This would greatly lower the weight of the tank since 

aluminum is approximately 2.9 times less dense than steel. Analysis done at MU has shown that, when 

using aluminum 6063-T52, a 7.8 GGE ANG tank would weigh 50% less than a CNG tank and have a 20% 

smaller volume [30]. Weight reduction is always an important issue in vehicle design since this provides 

more mileage for the same amount of fuel. The smaller volume also allows space for other machinery that 

may need to be added, such as guard beds or compressors, without needing to augment current vehicle 

design. Aluminum also has a much larger thermal conductivity than steel which would allow for better 

heat transfer. Storage loss during fast fills, due to increased tank temperature, is a prevalent concern for 

ANG systems. Aluminum tanks should allow for better thermal management.  

Aluminum ANG tanks would also be much cheaper to produce. The largest cost associated with operating 

CNG tanks is the compression cost since a four-stage compressor is needed compared to a two-stage 

compressor for ANG systems [57]. ANG tanks are also less expensive to produce since the lower pressure 

allows for thinner tank walls, reducing material costs. Table 2 gives a cost break down done at MU which 

shows that aluminum ANG tanks cost 20% less than CNG tanks of equal capacity. For the 7.8 GGE tank 

modeled, this equates to a 40% cost reduction per kg of natural gas when compared to CNG [30]. 
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Table 2: Table breaking down the cost of producing and providing compression for a 7.8 GGE ANG and CNG tank. [30] 

7.8 GGE Natural Gas 

Vehicle  

ANG (cost per GGE) CNG (cost per GGE) 

220 lbs. of carbon at $6.95/lb. $0.46 $0.00 

7.8 GGE Tank $0.09 $.9 

Ancillary Components $0.42 $0.42 

ANG Compressor $0.05 $0.00 

ANG Guard Bed $0.01 $0.00 

Total Vehicle Cost $1.03 $1.32 

Cost of Compression ANG CNG 

Natural Gas Price $1.02 $1.02 

Capital Cost of Compressor  $0.36 $1.59 

Cost of Electricity Required 

By Compressor 

$0.21 $0.33 

Total Compression Cost $1.59 $2.94 

Total Cost $2.58 $4.26 

  

2.2 Flat panel assembly (FPA) 

The FPA, pictured in Fig. (11), was created to operate in tandem with the CEC tank. It consists of a 

pressure regulator at the system inlet, a Bronkhorst mass flow controller (MFC), a fuel extraction system 

(FES), a Kern scale, three pressure transducers (located at the system inlet, tank inlet and FES output), and 

five temperature probes (located at the tank interior, MFC, FES, system inlet, and vent). The FES consists 

of an Aspen compressor located downstream of the tank. The compressor is used to create a larger 

pressure gradient between the upstream and downstream parts of the system, increasing the maximum 

possible output. Electro-pneumatic and manual valves control the direction of the flow in the system. 
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Data acquisition and recording, the MFC, and the valves are controlled by a LabView user interface while 

the FES and the pressure regulator are controlled manually. 

 

Figure 11: Figure showing the FPA. The MFC, electro-pneumatic values, data acquisition and recording are all 

controlled by the user interface. The FES is controlled manually along with the inlet pressure regulator. 

2.3 Hiden HTP-1 and MU-7K 

Excess adsorption measurements were performed on small carbon samples using the Sieverts 

(volumetric) method, either on the commercially produced Hiden HTP1 or custom-built MU-7k. The HTP-1 

consists of a dosing volume and a reactor volume separated by a pneumatic valve. The dosing volume and 

valves are kept at a temperature of 30 °C inside a cabinet. The reactor volume is partially contained within 

this cabinet and partially exposed to the lab environment, and in some cases, was partially covered by a 

closed-circuit refrigerator or thermal bath. The cabinet temperature was monitored using two platinum 

resistance thermometers. The MU-7k also consists of a dosing and reactor volume separated by a 
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pneumatic valve. The dosing volume and valves were contained within a plexiglass cabinet whose 

temperature was subject to lab conditions. The reactor volume was partially contained in the cabinet, 

partially exposed to lab conditions, and partially contained within a closed-circuit refrigerator. The same 

refrigeration unit was used on both machines but was only attached to one apparatus at a time. The 

refrigeration system was used to control the sample temperature. Both systems are capable of making 

excess adsorption measurements between 1 and 200 bar and use the Sieverts method to determine 

excess adsorption [33]. 

2.4 Gravimetric measurement method for determining excess adsorption  

The CEC tank uses the gravimetric method to determine the excess adsorption and storage capacities of 

the tank and carbon. In the gravimetric method, the mass of the bed, in this case the CEC tank, while 

under vacuum (𝑚bed,1) is recorded before adding gas to the bed. Then gas is added to the bed until the 

desired pressure is reached. At this point, the pressure and temperature of the gas inside the tank is 

recorded as well as the new bed’s mass (𝑚bed,2).  

The total amount of gas stored inside the bed then can be determined using Eq. (26) by subtracting the 

bed’s mass while under vacuum from the pressurized bed’s mass. Once determined, the bed’s storage 

capacities can be calculated using Eqs. (7&8), assuming the volume of the bed is known.  

 𝑚st = 𝑚bed,2 − 𝑚bed,1 (26) 

To determine the excess adsorption, it is necessary to subtract the amount of gas that would be stored 

inside the bed in the absence of adsorption. This can be done by multiplying the volume available to the 

gas by the gas density, 𝜌g. The volume available to the gas is found using Eq. (27) by subtracting the 

sample’s skeletal volume, 𝑉sk, from the total bed volume, 𝑉bed. 𝑉sk can be found by dividing the sample 

mass by 𝜌sk, given as Eq. (28). 

 𝑉available = 𝑉bed − 𝑉sk (27) 

 𝑉sk = 𝑚s/𝜌sk (28) 
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Once the volume available to the gas has been determined, the mass of gas that would fill this available 

volume in the absence of adsorption can be found by multiplying 𝜌g by the available volume, as shown in 

Eq. (29). Excess adsorption then can be found, using Eq. (30), by subtracting the amount of gas that would 

be stored without adsorption from the total amount of gas stored. Once the excess adsorption is 

determined, it is possible to derive the adsorbent’s storage capacities using Eqs. (11&12).  

 𝑚st,NoAdsorption = 𝜌g𝑉available (29) 

 𝑚ex = 𝑚st − 𝜌g(𝑉bed −
𝑚s

𝜌sk
)  (30) 

2.5 Sieverts (volumetric) method for determining excess adsorption 

The Sieverts method is a volumetric method that uses known volumes and conservation of mass to 

measure excess adsorption. In a Sieverts apparatus, the pressure and all relevant temperatures in the 

system are monitored during the excess adsorption measurement. A basic Sieverts machine is shown in 

Fig. (12).  

 

Figure 12: Diagram representing a basic Sieverts apparatus. The three-known volumes are the dosing, 𝑉𝑑, reactor, 𝑉𝑟, 

and sample, 𝑉𝑠, volumes. 𝑉𝑑 and 𝑉𝑟  are separated by a valve. 

An excess adsorption measurement starts by first placing the entire system under vacuum and closing the 

valve between the dosing volume, 𝑉d, and reactor volume, 𝑉r,. 𝑉d is then filled with a certain mass of gas 

which can be determined using Eq. (31). This mass of gas will not change after opening the valve, but the 

gas density will change. Therefore, in a non-adsorbing system, after equilibration, the total mass of gas 

could be expressed using Eq. (32) where 𝑉sk can be found using Eq. (28). 
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 𝑚g = 𝜌g,1𝑉d (31) 

 𝑚g = 𝜌g,2(𝑉d + 𝑉r − 𝑉sk)  (32) 

In the presence of an adsorbent, the gas density near the surface of the adsorbent will be much higher 

than the measured bulk gas density. This means that Eq. (32) will underestimate the amount of gas in an 

adsorbing system. The amount of unaccounted for gas is the excess adsorption. This means that by 

subtracting the right side of Eq. (31) from the right side of Eq. (32), the excess adsorption of the system 

can be determined using Eq. (33). 

 𝑚ex = 𝜌g,1𝑉d − 𝜌g,2
(𝑉d + 𝑉r − 𝑉s) (33) 

If more than one data point is to be measured, a third density measurement is needed to determine the 

amount of gas remaining in 𝑉d after the previous data point was taken. This is done by closing the valve 

again and waiting for 𝑉d to reach equilibrium. This measurement is needed since if the gas remaining in 𝑉d 

is unaccounted for, some of the mass would be double counted. Therefore, when taking 𝑛 data points, Eq. 

(33) needs to be replaced with Eq. (34) 

 
𝑚ex(𝑛) = ∑ 𝑉d(𝜌g,1𝑖 − 𝜌g,3(𝑖−1))

𝑛

𝑖

− 𝜌g,2𝑛(𝑉d + 𝑉r − 𝑉s) 
(34) 

In the case where part of 𝑉r is being held at a temperature different than the rest of the system, the gas 

density measured in the second step will not be constant throughout the system due to the temperature 

gradient. To account for the temperature and density gradients, the system’s volume is broken into 

fractional volumes. The number of fractional volumes is equal to the number of distinct temperatures 

that the dosing and reactor volumes are subjected to, as shown in Fig. (13). 
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Figure 13: Figure representing a Sieverts apparatus that is being maintained at three distinct temperatures. The 

system is broken into three different fractional volumes to account for the temperature and density gradients. 

𝑉r is the sum of 𝑉3, 𝑉2, and the part of 𝑉1 that is past the valve. Letting 𝑓0 represent the fraction of the 

reactor volume after 𝑉1, and 𝑓 represent the fraction of the reactor volume inside the refrigeration unit 

(𝑉3), it is possible to represent 𝑉r using Eq. (35). Substituting these new regions into Eq. (34) gives the 

excess adsorption for the multi-temperature system, given as Eq. (36). In Eq. (36), 𝜌g,2𝑖  has been broken 

into three densities where 𝜌g,2𝑖  is the gas density in 𝑉1 after opening the valve, 𝜌g,2𝑖
′  is the gas density in 

𝑉2 after opening the valve, and 𝜌g,2𝑖
′′  is the gas density in 𝑉3 after opening the valve.   

 𝑉𝑟 = 𝑉r(1 − 𝑓0) + 𝑉r𝑓0(1 − 𝑓) + 𝑉r𝑓0𝑓 (35) 

 𝑚ex(𝑛) = ∑ 𝑉d(𝜌g1𝑖 − 𝜌3(𝑖−1))𝑛
𝑖 − 𝜌g,2𝑛(𝑉d + 𝑉r(1 − 𝑓0)) + 𝜌g,2𝑛

′ 𝑉r𝑓0(1 − 𝑓) +

    𝜌g,2𝑛
′′ (𝑉𝑟𝑓0𝑓 − 𝑉s)  

(36) 

Using Eq. (36), it is possible to measure the excess adsorption at a multitude of temperatures assuming 

that 𝑉d, 𝑉r, 𝑉s, 𝑓 and 𝑓0 are known. An in-depth description of the Sieverts method, including how our lab 

determines these values, was done by Gillespie [33]. A description of a similar Sieverts apparatus and of 

different error sources can be found in the work of Burress et al. [58] 

2.6 Dynamic loading (filling) and unloading (discharging) measurements  

Dynamic measurements were performed on the CEC tank using the FPA. These included both filling and 

discharge experiments. The process used to complete each will be discussed in the following two sections. 
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2.6.1 Tank filling measurements 

Tank filling measurements were classified by the inlet pressure used during the fill. Filling experiments 

were always performed with an initial tank pressure of 2 bar which is considered an empty tank. In this 

work, inlet pressures of 35, 40 and 45 bar were considered and were controlled using the pressure 

regulator at the inlet of the FPA. During fills, either methane or natural gas was supplied from high 

pressure bottles and directed through the pressure regulator at the system inlet. The gas when then 

directed toward the tank inlet, bypassing both the MFC and FES to limit possible resistances to the gas 

flow. During the fill, the mass of the tank was continually recorded using the Kern scale and the system 

was left open until the desired final tank mass was recorded by the Kern scale. At this point, the tank 

would be closed off from the gas supply bottles and allowed to equilibrate. During the methane 

experiments, the equilibration was regulated by the LabVIEW program which allowed more gas to be 

added or discharged so that the final tank pressure would be 35 bar. During the natural gas cycling, the 

tank was closed off from the rest of the FPA until equilibration had been achieved. Afterword, if the tank 

pressure needed to be slightly adjusted, gas was either added or discharged to achieve a pressure of 35 

bar. 

2.6.2 Tank discharging measurements  

Discharge experiments were classified by whether the MFC or FES was or was not used during the 

discharge. Experiments in which the MFC was not used were deemed free-flow discharges, contrasted to 

constricted-flow discharges when the MFC was used. Discharge experiments were always performed with 

an initial tank pressure of 35 bar which is considered a full tank. In the case where neither the FES or MFC 

was used, the tank was discharged bypassing both systems until a pressure of 1.3 bar was recorded by the 

pressure transducer at the tank inlet. At this point, the tank was shut off from the system and allowed to 

equilibrate to room temperature. As with the fills, when discharging with methane, the equilibration was 

regulated by the LabVIEW program so that the final pressure would be 2 bar. During the natural gas 

cycling experiments, the tank was closed off at the inlet during equilibration, and then the pressure was 

adjusted as needed. In cases where the MFC was used but the FES was not, the flow bypassed the FES but 
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was directed through the MFC before going to the vent. In all the constricted discharges the MFC was set 

to 86 g/min.  

Discharges where the FES was used started as described above due to the maximum operating pressure 

of the FES being 24 bar. Once a pressure of approximately 20 bar was recorded by the pressure 

transducer at the tank inlet, the compressor would be turned on manually. At this point, the gas flow 

would be redirected by turning a manual valve, so the flow of gas would be directed through the FES 

before going to the MFC. The speed of the FES was adjusted manually during the discharges to limit 

current overdraws which can cause the compressor to temporarily turn off. The discharge continued until 

reaching a tank pressure of 1.3 bar, and then the tank was left to equilibrate as described above. The FES 

would be manually turned off once equilibration began.  

During the second round of natural gas cycling, the tank was heated during the discharges. This was done 

by placing heat tape on the outside of the tank during the discharge. The heat tape was manually applied 

to the outside of the tank in a way to form the best contact possible. The heat tape was turned on once 

the discharge began and was kept on until the tank reached a pressure of 1.3 bar. The heat tape was 

removed during the equilibration process, and the tank equilibrated to room temperature closed off from 

the rest of the FPA.   
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3. Methane storage 

3.1 Methane adsorption between 193 and 395 K 

The methane isotherms shown in Fig. (9A) were taken using the Sieverts method, either on the Hiden 

HTP-1 or MU-7K, on small (< 1g) samples of a chosen monolith. This was done since these systems were 

designed to operate in equilibrium, at a range of temperatures, unlike the CEC tank. The dynamic storage 

measurements that will be presented in latter sections were taken on the CEC tank. Figure (14) compares 

a 𝐺ex isotherm taken on the CEC at 296 K with a similar isotherm taken on the Hiden HTP-1. The 

measurements are the same within the error of the machines showing that the gravimetric and 

volumetric methods are consistent with each other and that Br-0311 is representative of the monoliths 

inside the CEC tank. 

 

Figure 14: Comparison of the 𝐺𝑒𝑥  of BR-0311 measured on the Hiden HTP-120, and the 𝐺𝑒𝑥  of the monoliths inside the 

CEC tank, measured on the FPA. The measured 𝐺𝑒𝑥  isotherms are seen to be within error of each other, suggesting 

that BR-0311 is representative of an average monolith located inside the CEC tank and that the different measurement 

methods are consistent with each other. 
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Figure (15A) shows the 𝐺ex isotherms and associated Ono-Kondo fits from Fig. (9A) with the addition of a 

395 K isotherm taken on the CEC tank. Using Eqs. (12&14), the measured 𝐺ex at each temperature can be 

used to calculate both the 𝑉st,c and 𝐺abs of the monoliths. Figures (15B&C) show the 𝑉st,c and 𝐺abs of the 

monoliths, respectively, at each of the measured temperatures. Both have been fit using a modified 

Redlich Peterson isotherm, given in Eq. (37), for interpolation between points. A, B, and C in Eq. (37) are 

fitting constants. 

 
𝐺abs =

𝐴(𝐵𝑃)1−𝐶

1 + (𝐵𝑃)1−𝐶
 

(37) 

 

     

      

Figure 15: A, 𝐺𝑒𝑥  isotherms shown in Fig. (9A), with the addition of a 395 K isotherm. B, 𝑉𝑠𝑡,𝑐 isotherms for the 

monoliths at temperatures ranging from 193-395 K. C, 𝐺𝑎𝑏𝑠 isotherms for the monoliths at temperatures ranging from 

193-395 K. 
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3.2 Estimating storage quantities at unmeasured temperatures  

As in section 3.1, many adsorption measurements are made in equilibrium conditions at a constant 

temperature. These measurements are useful for characterizing adsorbents but do not directly translate 

to dynamic measurements where the temperature is constantly changing with time. It also requires new 

measurements to be made any time a new temperature of interest arises. In this section, a method for 

estimating both the 𝑉st,c and 𝐺abs at unmeasured temperatures is discussed.  

𝑉st,c and 𝐺abs isotherms plotted against gas pressure can also be fit using a Modified Redlich-Peterson fit, 

given in Eq. (37), as shown in Figs. (16A&B). These fits allow for 𝑉st,c and 𝐺abs to be calculated as a 

function of pressure for each of the temperatures measured. Figures (16C&D) show chosen values from 

the fits plotted against temperature. These graphs can be fitted to a relatively high accuracy (R2≥.95) with 

a decaying exponential. The quality of the fit also increases at higher pressures, fitting extremely well for 

the full CEC tank pressure of 35 bar, as seen in Figs. (16C&D) Using these fits, the 𝑉st,c and 𝐺abs of the 

sample can be determined at any temperature between the highest and lowest measured temperatures. 

The fits should not be extrapolated to estimate storage quantities at temperature far away from the 

measured points since many of these fits will go into negative values at extremely high temperatures and 

approach infinity near 0 K. These predictions would be unphysical and not representative of the 

adsorbents actual 𝐺abs or 𝑉st,c. The 223 K isotherm has been left off Figs. (16C&D) since this isotherm was 

not suitably approximated by the fit.  
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Figure 16: A, 𝑉𝑠𝑡,𝑐 isotherms against pressure for the monoliths at temperatures ranging from 193-395 K. B, 𝐺𝑎𝑏𝑠 

isotherms against pressure for the monoliths at temperatures ranging from 193-395 K. C, 𝑉𝑠𝑡,𝑐 of the monoliths at 

constant pressure. D, 𝐺𝑎𝑏𝑠  of the monoliths at constant pressure.  

The curves generally fit the 𝑉st,c values better than the 𝐺abs values due to the sensitivity of 𝐺abs on the 

choice of film volume. Therefore, accurately determining the film volume is highly important if this 

method is to be used. In this way, the 𝑉st,c of Br-0311 at 35 bar and -10 °C (average temperature of 

Antarctic coast [59]) was estimated to be 134 g/L, a considerable increase over the 106 g/L at 35 bar and 

23 °C.   
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In many of the cases shown in Figs. (16C&D), the data could easily have been fit with a line if only 

considering temperatures between 193 and 296 K. The exponential fit was chosen to account for the non-

zero adsorption at 395 K and was shown to also be applicable when considering hydrogen adsorption over 

a larger range of temperatures. Since hydrogen has a much lower condensation temperature than 

methane, adsorption measurements can span a greater range of temperatures. Gillespie [33] performed 

hydrogen adsorption measurements on Br-0311 with the Hiden HTP-1 at temperatures ranging from 77 to 

296 K. Figures (17A&B) show the hydrogen 𝑉st,c and 𝐺abs as a function of temperature. In these cases, a 

linear fit would not be appropriate over a large range of temperatures. Using these fits, and the tank’s 

packing fraction, it is possible to also estimate the storage capacity of the 5L hydrogen tank described in 

the works of Rash and Knight [52,60]. This also shows that the exponential nature of both the 𝑉st,c and 

𝐺abs is not limited to methane but can also be applied to other gasses. It is also noted here that these 

trends have been seen in other MU carbon samples which suggests that this method would be applicable 

for other carbon adsorbents.  

      

Figure 17: A, Hydrogen 𝑉𝑠𝑡,𝑐 of BR-0311 at constant pressure. B, Hydrogen 𝐺𝑎𝑏𝑠 of BR-0311 at constant pressure. 

Using the exponential fits shown in Figs. (16C&D), in combination with the measured isotherms, it is 

possible to create adsorption surfaces that characterize the adsorbent’s storage at a range of pressures 

and temperatures, as shown in Figs. (18A&B). These would describe the storage evolution of the tank if 
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the loading process was done slowly enough that the tank could always be considered in a semi-

equilibrium state.  

   

Figure 18: A, Methane 𝑉𝑠𝑡,𝑐  surface for the MU monoliths. B, Methane 𝐺𝑎𝑏𝑠 surface for the MU monoliths. 
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4. Methane tank dynamics 

4.1 Tank filling measurements using methane  

The temperature dependence of the monolith’s storage capacity raises a common concern with ANG 

tanks. In the case of sufficient adsorption, the heat of adsorption will raise the internal tank temperature 

which limits the storage capacity of the tank. In some cases, the tank temperature can rise over 60 °C and 

the increase is highly dependent on the fill rate [5,7,61–64,8–15]. Therefore, the loss in storage capacity 

can be eliminated by filling the tank slowly enough that heat generated by adsorption is dissipated as 

quickly as it is produced. Though this solution guarantees the tank will be filled to maximum capacity, it 

also is impractical due to the large amount time required. To be competitive with CNG and other green 

technologies, ANG tanks need to have fill times comparable to currently used systems. This leads to an 

optimization problem in which the storage capacity of the tank is weighed against the time needed to fill 

the tank.  

In this section, three different filling procedures are discussed in detail to address this issue. Each fill 

discussed is considered a “fast-filling” procedure since the conditions were chosen to optimize the fill 

times instead of attempting a semi-adiabatic fill. All fills discussed in this section were performed using 

99.99% purity methane. The first and second fills were run until the tank reached its full capacity and used 

inlet pressures of 35 (fill 1) and 40 (fill 2) bar, respectively. The third fill (fill 3) was performed using an 

inlet pressure of 45 bar and only lasted 4 minutes. This fill was done to see how competitive ANG systems 

could be with standard gasoline refueling times. Fills 1&2 were determined to be completed when 4.2 kg 

of stored mass was recorded by the Kern scale. This was chosen as the end since the tank holds 

approximately 4.2 kg of methane at 35 bar and room temperature [18,30,63]. The fill times, pressure, and 

temperature evolution of each fill is compared in detail below.  

4.1.1 Fill times and storage evolution  

The average amount of time spent during a traditional gasoline pump visit has been reported by gasoline 

pump advertisers to be between 3-5 minutes [65]. Therefore, to see how ANG systems fill times compare 
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to current technology, the three-minute fill time will be discussed along with the time required to 

completely fill the tank.   

The 45 bar overpressure, used in fill 3, allowed for 80% (3.3 kg) of the 4.2 kg to be stored within the first 

three minutes of filling, compared to 75% (3.1 kg) and 70% (2.9 kg) in fills 2 and 1, respectively. This shows 

a significant short-term improvement since fill 2 took 7 minutes and fill 1 took 14 minutes to reach 80% of 

the full tank’s storage capacity. This shows that when filling near the tank’s operating pressure (35 bar), 

an increase of 5 bar in the inlet pressure allows for 5% (0.2 kg) more of the tank’s full storage capacity to 

be transferred in the first three minutes of filling. This suggests that the tank may be able to be filled 

within 3 minutes if an inlet pressure of 65 bar is used during the fill. Using this high of an inlet pressure 

would require a second stage compressor, and a tank that is designed to withstand a pressure of 65 bar, 

which is why it was not attempted in this work.   

Figures (19A&B) show the mass transfer for first three minutes of filling. The initial increase was highly 

linear with time, and the length of this linear region was seen to decrease as the inlet pressure increased. 

The slope of the line increased with inlet pressure, going from 1.36 kg/min at 35 bar to 2.40 kg/min at 45 

bar. The longest of the linear regimes occurred in fill 1, where the storage increase was liner until 

approximately the 1.2-minute mark. After the initial linear increase, the rate at which mass is transferred 

can be seen to decrease dramatically. This suggests that using a filling time significantly less than 3 

minutes may be feasible. 
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Figure 19: A, Mass stored as a function of time for the first three minutes of each of the fills considered. The early part 

of the mass transfer is seen to be highly linear until leveling off between 0.8 and 1.2 minutes. B, First three minutes of 

mass transfer in terms of 𝑉𝑠𝑡,𝑏𝑒𝑑  for each of the three fills considered. 

The ability to transfer a significant amount of gas within a short time period means that ANG systems can 

reasonably compete with the efficiency of CNG and gasoline fueling stations. The added benefit of using 

inlet pressures between 35 and 45 bar means that fueling stations would only need to be equipped with a 

single or dual-stage compressor, greatly reducing the compression costs associated with CNG which 

traditionally uses a four-stage compressor. In cases such as home fueling, where more time can be 

expended to completely fill the tank, ANG systems need to be comparable with other green technologies 

such as electric cars.  

The 40 bar inlet pressure fill 2 was the quickest in storing the total 4.2 kg of mass needed to fill the tank 

completely, doing so in 75 minutes. This showed a considerable increase over the 163 minutes needed to 

completely fill the tank in fill 1 using an inlet pressure of 35 bar. Figures (20A&B) show that the long time 

mass transfer of fills 1&2. Fill 3, in its 4 minutes of filling, reached a storage of 84 g/L which significantly 

improved on the previously reported 8.5-minute fill using a 35 bar inlet pressure which stored 80 g/L 

[18,52,63]. The use of an overpressure during filling can also mitigate some of the storage loss associated 

with rising tank temperatures since the 𝑉st,c of the monoliths at 40 bar is approximately 5.4% higher than 

at 35 bar. The ability to completely fill the tank in less than two hours is also more time efficient than 220 

V home charging stations for electric cars and competitive with expensive 440 V fast charging stations 
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[66–68]. Table 3 summarizes the three-minute filling efficiencies and total fill times for each filling 

condition considered.  

      

Figure 20: A, Mass stored as a function of time for the entire length of fill 1&2. B, 𝑉𝑠𝑡,𝑏𝑒𝑑  as a function of time for the 

entire length of fills 1&2. 

Table 3: Summary of the 3-minute filling efficiencies and total fill times for each fill considered 

Fill Number  Inlet Pressure (bar) Percent of full tank 

capacity added in 3 min 

Time to reach full tank 

capacity (min) 

1 35 70% 163 

2 40 75% 75 

3 45 80% n/a 

 

4.1.2 Adsorbed film densities during fills  

By rearranging the definition of 𝐺abs, given in Eq. (14), the adsorbed film density (𝜌ad) can be found by 

dividing 𝐺abs by the specific film volume, 𝑉sf, defined as the total film volume per mass of carbon used. 

Therefore, at any time 𝑡, the adsorbed film density of the system can be found using Eq. (38). 

 𝜌ad(𝑡) = 𝐺abs (𝑡)/𝑉sf(𝑡)   (38) 
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As discussed earlier in section 1.3.1, traditionally, since most measurements are made in equilibrium 

conditions, 𝑉sf is assumed to be a constant value, either given by total micropore volume, or determined 

using the slope of the high-density Ono-Kondo fit. In the case of the monoliths, the Ono-Kondo fit at room 

temperature gave 𝑉sf = 0.58 mL/g and using the total micropore volume gives 𝑉sf = 0.96 mL/g. Both will be 

used in this work. It is also noted that the first 12 seconds of the filling processes were ignored during the 

film density calculations since this early period gives rise to a transient associated with the filling of the 

void space inside the tank.  

During the two completed fills (fill 1&2), the film density increased rapidly during the early parts of the 

fills and leveled off as the time progressed. In both cases, the fills ended when 𝜌ad reached approximately 

300 and 190 g/L for 𝑉sf = 0.58 and 0.96 mL/g, respectively. In both cases, the evolution of 𝜌ad  was seen to 

follow a two-term exponential rise. This evolution, with the fit, is shown in Fig. (21). The time constants 

for the fits are shown in Table 4[69]. 

 

Figure 21: The evolution of 𝜌𝑎𝑑 with time and the accompanying two-term exponential fits for fills 1 and 2. 
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Table 4: Time constants for the fits shown in Fig. (21). 

Procedure 

Type 

Short Time Constant 

(min)  

Long Time Constant 

(min) 

𝑉fs 

(g/mL) 

Fill 1 (35 bar) 0.85 40.9 0.58 

Fill 1 (35 bar) 0.85 41.1 0.96 

Fill 2 (40 bar) 0.63 31.9 0.58 

Fill 2 (40 bar) 0.63 31.5 0.96 

 

The existence of the two distinct time constants suggests that there are 2 processes operating on 

different time scales during the fills. In both computational and experimental studies, it has been shown 

that smaller micropores (sub 8 Å) saturate at much lower coverages and pressures than the larger 

micropores [23,26]. These studies have also shown that the density of the larger micropores increases 

slower with increasing coverage than in the smaller micropores. With this, it is assumed that the early 

density increase during the fills, occurring at low coverage, corresponds the rising density in the smaller 

micropores. While in the latter parts of the fills, after the smaller micropores have saturated, the density 

increase is due to the density increasing in the large micropores. In this way, 𝜌ad can be broken into the 

weighted sum of the densities in the smaller and larger micropores, as shown in Eq. (39). 𝑊s and 𝑊l are 

the small and large pore weighting factors, and 𝜌s and 𝜌l are the small and large pore film densities. 

 𝜌ad = 𝑊s𝜌s + 𝑊l𝜌l   (39) 

The weighting factors correspond to the percentage of the film volume that is located inside that range of 

pore widths. In this work, small pores were defined as pores smaller than 10 Å while large pores ranged 

from 10-20 Å. The weighting factors were determined using the cumulative pore volumes in the case of 

𝑉sf = 0.96 mL/g or the methane-carbon interaction distance and occupied specific surface areas for the 

𝑉sf = 0.58 mL/g case. The weighting factors are given in Table 5[69].  
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Table 5: Weighting factors for each 𝑉𝑠𝑓 considered. 

𝑉sf (mL/g) 𝑊s 𝑊l 

0.58 0.63 0.37 

0.96 0.52 0.48 

 

Since these weighting values will not change, when assuming a constant 𝑉sf, Δ𝜌ad can be calculated using 

Eq. (40).  

 Δ𝜌ad = 𝑊sΔ𝜌s + 𝑊lΔ𝜌l   (40) 

The latter part of the filling process is correlated to the density in the large pores changing. Therefore, by 

fitting and exponential to this part of the data, 𝑊lΔ𝜌l can be approximated. The rest of the change can be 

attributed to 𝑊sΔ𝜌s allowing for both 𝜌l and 𝜌𝑠 to be calculated at every point using a time marching 

process. The initial values for 𝜌l were taken to be the bulk gas density, and then the initial values of 𝜌s 

were calculated using Eq. (40). The calculated values 𝜌s and 𝜌l are shown in Figs. (22A&B) [69].  

     

Figure 22: A, Evolution of 𝜌𝑠 and 𝜌𝑙 with time for fill 1. B, Evolution of 𝜌𝑠 and 𝜌𝑙 with time for fill 2. 

These experiments showed, with a 35 bar filling pressure, 𝜌s will level off at 350 and 263 g/L, and 𝜌l will 

end at 227 and 110 g/L for 𝑉sf = 0.58 and 0.96 mL/g, respectively. The leveling off of 𝜌s can be seen as the 

film saturating for this pressure and occurred within the first ten minutes of both fills. The 𝜌s = 263 g/L 
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value lies between the previous experimentally determined small pore density of 210 g/L [23] and the 

computationally predicted value of 270 g/L [70,71] for pores that can form two methane layers, both 

done for systems at 297 K. It is noted that since these are dynamic loading processes, the final tank 

temperature is above room temperature. The ending temperature was 311 K for the 35 bar fill and 320 K 

for the 40 bar fill [69]. 

In the 40 bar fill,  𝜌s leveled off at 352 and 266 g/L, but 𝜌l only reached 205 and 101 g/L for 𝑉sf = 0.58 and 

0.96 mL/g, respectively. This suggests that during a dynamic process, 𝜌s will be dependent on whether the 

filling pressure is high enough to saturate the adsorbed film in the small pores while 𝜌l is determined by 

the length of the fill. Since the end of the fill was determined to be when enough mass had been stored to 

fill the tank at 35 bar, the 40 bar fill was considerably shorter than the 35 bar fill. This resulted in lower 𝜌l 

values since the density in these pores only significantly rises after 𝜌s saturates. Figure (23) shows the 

growth of 𝜌l as a function of the tank’s inlet pressure for both fills. 𝜌l is relatively constant until the tank 

reaches the system’s inlet pressure. This delayed rise suggests that the larger pores don’t start to 

significantly adsorb gas until the smaller pores have nearly saturated. Therefore, the length of any loading 

process is determined by the larger micropores in the adsorbent [69].  
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Figure 23: 𝜌𝑙 against the tank’s inlet pressure for both fills and 𝑉𝑠𝑓 = 0.58 mL/g. For clarity, the 𝑉𝑠𝑓 = 0.96 mL/g case 

was omitted due to overlapping points. 

A mechanism that would explain the late rise of 𝜌l would be assuming that 𝑉sf changes during the fill. To 

this point 𝑉sf has been assumed to be a constant value. This is obviously the case when assuming 𝑉sf is 

equal to the total specific micropore volume but not when using the Ono-Kondo method of determining 

film volumes. When using the Ono-Kondo method, it is possible to get different values of 𝑉sf at different 

temperatures. as shown in Fig. (9B).  

In this scenario, the density in the large pores increases significantly quicker during the early parts of the 

fill, as shown in Fig. (24). This also would explain 𝜌l only increasing at the chosen filling pressure since 

thermal equilibration occurs after the tank has reached the chosen filling pressure. In this way, it is also 

possible to estimate what 𝜌l in these pores would be once the tank reached room temperature by looking 

where the uncorrected 𝜌l values level off. Since 𝜌l had not completely leveled off in either fill, an 

exponential fit was used to determine the predicted value. This resulted in predictions of 241 and 244 g/L 

for the 35 and 40 bar fills, respectively. The predicted equilibrated value of 𝜌l being the same for both fills 

is expected since both fills had similar 𝜌s values and the same amount of stored methane. If 𝑉sf is 

assumed to equal the total micropore volume, 0.96 L/kg, these would correspond to values of 118 and 
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120 g/L for both the 35 and 40 bar fills, respectively.  It is noted that since the bulk gas pressure is needed 

for the correction, corrected 𝜌l values were only calculated for times after 5 minutes of filling. This was 

done to ensure the bulk gas pressure was relatively constant throughout the system and avoid 

inconstancies due to pressure gradients [69].  

 

Figure 24: 𝜌𝑙 for both filling procedures with 𝑉𝑠𝑓 = 0.58 and a temperature dependent 𝑉𝑠𝑓, after the first five minutes 

of filling. 

Using Eqs. (14,38&39), and the found 𝜌s and 𝜌l values for the 𝑉sf = 0.96 g/mL (entire micropore volume) 

case, it is now possible to estimate the 𝐺ex of other carbon materials at 35 using their known micropore 

volumes. Table 6 compares the estimated values with measured values reported by Pfeifer et al. [30] and 

Burress et al. [58] at 35 bar. 
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Table 6: Table comparing the estimated 𝐺𝑒𝑥  values using the calculated 𝜌𝑠 and 𝜌𝑙 to reported measured values at 35 

bar for various carbons. 

Sample Measured 𝐺ex (g/kg) 

at 35 bar 

Estimated 𝐺ex  (g/kg) 

at 35 bar 

Reference 

MSC-30 190, 185 194 [30,58] 

MWV-0260 189 189 [30] 

1.85K-0099 172 169 [30] 

2K-0254 162 158 [30] 

2.5K-0255 180 173 [30] 

 

This implies that the densities found here are consistent across carbon samples with different activation 

and manufacturing procedures. Predicting storages in this way will allow producers of carbon adsorbents 

to predict the storage of materials based only on the characterization data. It should also be less 

susceptible to under predicting the storage of samples with a high density of small pores, as in Ref. [24], 

when purely relating 𝐺ex to the micropore volume. 

4.1.3 Tank inlet pressure evolution during fills 

The pressure evolution of the tank, as read by the pressure transducer at the tank’s inlet, while filling can 

be broken into three regions, as shown in Fig. (25). The first region is categorized by a linear pressure 

increase which lasts approximately 0.4 minutes regardless of the inlet pressure. The second region is 

categorized by as a cubic region. This region lasts until the pressure is approximately 3 bar below the inlet 

pressure. In the case of the 45 bar fill, this took 1-minute and increased 15 seconds for every 5 bar the 

inlet pressure dropped.  The final region is categorized by a relatively constant pressure due to the 

pressure being regulated at the system inlet. 
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Figure 25: Figure showing the three discussed regions of the tank’s inlet pressure evolution. 

The linear pressure increase can be attributed to the limited adsorption and relatively low flow rate 

penetrating the monoliths compared to the flow rate into the tank. Though the length of the linear 

section is not affected by the inlet pressure, the slope is highly dependent on the inlet pressure. The 

higher inlet pressures show a much steeper rise during the first 0.4 minutes. The slopes, shown in Table 7, 

increase around 16.8 bar per minute with a 5 bar increase of inlet pressure. This relation would allow for 

the early pressure evolution to be predicted based on the inlet pressure being used.  

Table 7: Slopes for the linear portion of the pressure growth for each of the different inlet pressures considered. 

Inlet Pressure (bar) Slope (bar/min) 

35 46.7 

40 63.5 

45 80.4 

 

At the 0.4-minute mark, the linear section of the pressure evolution ends, and for a moment, the pressure 

evolution levels off almost remaining constant. The following section, section 2, is characterized by a cubic 
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pressure growth with time. The length of this section depends on the inlet pressure, starting at 1-minute 

for the 45 bar fill, and increasing 15 seconds for every 5 bar the inlet pressure decreased.  

In section 4.1.2, it was stated that while filling, 𝑉sf was constantly changing due to the temperature shifts 

inside the system. At the pressures and temperatures experienced during loading, non-adsorbed methane 

is described well by the ideal gas equation when including the compressibility factor, 𝑍, given as Eq. (41), 

where 𝑃 is the gas pressure, 𝑉 is volume available to non-adsorbed gas, 𝑛 is the moles of non-adsorbed 

methane, 𝑅 is the gas constant and 𝑇 is the gas temperature.  

 𝑃 = 𝑛𝑅𝑇𝑍/𝑉    (41) 

Mota [62] showed that in the case of a constant volume, due to the low permeability of the tank, the tank 

pressure should rise linearly leveling out at the system’s inlet pressure. Also, in the case of a constant 

volume, the leveling off seen in Fig. (25) at 0.4 minutes would imply that numerator of Eq. (41) would 

level off as well. This does not occur due to the heat of adsorption raising the gas temperature during this 

period of the fill. Therefore, the slow growth seen in section 2 can be attributed to the decreasing value of 

𝑉sf increasing the volume available for non-adsorbed gas. It is suggested that this increasing volume 

counteracts the pressure increase causing the observed period of slow growth.  

The third section consists of a slow rise in pressure until the inlet pressure is reached. At this point, the 

tank pressure is close enough to the chosen inlet pressure that the inward flow rate and pressure rise are 

close to zero. 

4.1.4 Temperature evolution during fills 

The tank’s internal temperature in each case rose quickly, reaching its maximum value around the two-

minute mark regardless of the inlet pressure.  A large portion of this initial rise is linear with steeper 

slopes associated with higher inlet pressures. The maximum internal temperatures reached were 92.4, 

89.8, and 85.5 °C for the 45, 40, and 35 bar fills, respectively. Figure (26A) shows the tank’s internal 

temperature rise with time for the first three minutes of each fill. When graphing this same temperature 

increase against the tank’s inlet pressure, there is a sharp jump in the tank’s internal temperature in a 
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very short pressure range, shown in Fig. (26B). This sharp jump occurs at the 0.4-minute mark and can be 

attributed to the pressure leveling off while the internal temperature continues to increase linearly with 

time. The tank’s internal temperature rise is mainly due to the heat of adsorption [62]; therefore, the 

decrease in the tank’s storage capacity seen during fast fills mainly occurs in this pressure range. In each 

fill, the pressure at which the jump occurred was approximately 10 bar below the chosen inlet pressure. If 

the slow period of pressure growth, section 2, is assumed to be caused by the changing 𝑉sf, then systems 

where the adsorbent’s 𝑉sf decreases more with increasing temperature than the monoliths will 

experience a more defined jump, occurring earlier in the fill. Since delaying this jump is related to 

decreasing filing times and storage loss due to temperature shifts, designing adsorbents where 𝑉sf does 

not vary significantly with temperature will allow for faster filling times and easier implementation of ANG 

systems. 

     

Figure 26: A, Internal tank temperature for the first three minutes of each fill considered. B, Internal tank temperature 

vs tank inlet pressure until the maximum internal tank temperature was reached.  

After the maximum internal temperature was reached, the internal temperature stared to decrease and 

return to room temperature. The decrease is initially fast due to the heat loss being proportional to the 

temperature gradient 

The tank wall had a slower temperature rise due to the slower heat transfer from the gas to the tank and 

because the tank is considerably more massive than the rest of the system. This means considerably more 
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energy is needed to raise the tank’s temperature compared to the carbon’s or gas’s temperature. During 

the first three minutes of filling, the tank wall’s temperature was below 45 °C in each of the fills 

considered. The maximum tank wall temperatures reached were 53.0 and 55.3 °C, at times of 15.5 and 

14.1 minutes, for the 35 and 40 bar fills, respectively. The tank wall’s temperature did not vary 

significantly in the 45 bar fill due to its short length.  

The tank wall’s temperature evolution showed no significant increase during the first 30 seconds of the fill 

which is attributed to the slow heat transfer from the gas and monoliths to the external tank wall. After 

the first 30 seconds, the tank wall’s temperature increased quickly, similarly to the tank’s internal 

temperature, and then started to level off 4-5 minutes into the fill. After the tank wall reached its 

maximum temperature, the tank wall’s temperature slowly returned to room temperature.  

The lag time between the increase in the tank’s internal temperature and external temperature could be 

shortened if a metal with a higher thermal conductivity, such as aluminum, was used since the monoliths 

are in contact with the tank. This could help with heat dissipation and may decrease the maximum 

internal temperature.  The external temperature reaching above 50 °C shows that the tank wall is acting 

as a thermal insulator, keeping the heat released during gas loading inside the system. It also suggests 

that increasing the heat transfer away from the tank could be an effective way of implanting thermal 

control during gas loading7.  

4.2 Tank discharge measurements using methane 

Discharge experiments were also run to see how the tank would perform when tasked with supplying gas 

to an engine.  Three different types of discharge experiments, summarized in Table 8, were run to see 

how changing the discharge procedure would affect flow rates, internal temperature evolution, and 

delivered storage capacity. Two discharges were run using the MFC set at 86 g/min (constricted flow, 

discharges 1 & 2) while one bypassed the MFC (free flow, discharge 3). One constricted flow experiment 

and the free flow experiment also included the use of the FES when the pressure dropped below 24 bar, 

in the constricted discharge, and 19 bar, in the free flow discharge. The other constricted flow discharge 
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bypassed the FES entirely. The tank started at 35 bar for each discharge and discharged until an internal 

tank pressure of approximately 1.3 bar. 

Table 8: Summary of the discharge conditions 

Discharge Number Flow Type FES Used 

1 Constricted Flow (86 g/min) No 

2 Constricted Flow (86 g/min) Yes (Starting at 24 bar) 

3 Free Flow Yes (Starting at 19 bar) 

 

4.2.1 Adsorbed film densities during discharges 

Similarly, to what was done in section 4.1.2 for the fills, the film densities for the different pore sizes can 

be evaluated during a discharge. This will only be done for the free flow case, discharge 3. This is because 

unlike the fills, where at a certain point the small pores can be assumed to have saturated, there is no 

point during the discharges where it is safe to assume one of the pore sizes has been completely 

depleted. Since the density in both pore sizes will decrease significantly as the discharge progresses, it is 

more difficult to determine the correct time constants. In the constricted case, where the discharge rate is 

being controlled by the MFC and not the natural desorption and flow rate of the system, reasonable time 

constants could not be obtained. This is because during the first 8 minutes the MFC is limiting the flow 

rate, causing it to dominate the early time constant, and after the MFC stops limiting the flow rate, the 

discharge follows a single exponential.    

Figure (27A) shows the film density evolution during discharge 3 with an accompanying two-term 

exponential fit. During a discharge, the large pores consisting of weaker binding sites are assumed to 

deplete first and be associated with the smaller time constant of 11.2 min while the smaller pores deplete 

slowly and are associated with the larger time constant of 113 minutes. Since a time where the large 

pores were completely depleted could not be determined, 𝑊sΔ𝜌s was approximated using the slowly 

changing term in the two-term exponential fit. The rest of the change was assumed to be caused by the 
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changing density in the large micropores. The initial value of 𝜌s was taken to be ending value of the 35 bar 

loading experiment, which were 350 and 263 g/L for the 𝑉sf = 0.58 and 0.96 mL/g cases, respectively. The 

initial value of 𝜌l was then calculated using Eq. (39), resulting in initial values of 236 and 121 g/L for the 𝑉sf 

= 0.58 and 0.96 mL/g cases, respectively. The calculated values of 𝜌s and 𝜌l are shown in Fig. (27B) [69]. 

     

Figure 27: A, Evolution of 𝜌𝑎𝑑 with time, and the accompanying two-term exponential fits for discharge 3. B, Evolution 

of 𝜌𝑠 and 𝜌𝑙 with time for discharge 3. 

During the discharge, 𝜌l decreased quickly and leveled out at the end of the discharge, finishing at values 

of 12.5 and 5.6 g/L for 𝑉sf = 0.58 and 0.96 mL/g, respectively. Opposite of the loading experiments, the 

system temperature ended well below room temperature during these experiments, finishing with a 

temperature of 264 K. This means that the 0.58 mL/g film volume would be an underestimation of the 

total film volume, as shown in Fig. (9B). Correcting for the larger film volume, it is seen that the expected 

ending film density should be 10.1 g/L. 

𝜌s showed a slow decrease during the discharge and never leveled out. This slow decrease is the main 

reason why the discharge was only 86% efficient. The ending values of 𝜌s were 167 and 122 g/L for 𝑉sf = 

0.58 and 0.96 mL/g, respectfully. These values are approximately 145% larger than the 2 bar values. These 

densities correspond to the carbon having a 𝐺abs of 64 g/kg which would mean after equilibration the 

tank would still be at approximately 4.2 bar [69]. 
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4.2.2 Flow rates and delivered storage capacity  

During the constricted flow discharges, it was found that the 86 g/min flow rate could be maintained for 

2.5 minutes without the use of the FES. This corresponded with a tank inlet pressure of 27 bar. It was 

found that the FES could more than double this time, increasing it by another three minutes in the 

constricted discharge and one minute in the free flow discharge, as seen in Fig.(28A). The extra 

compression provided by the FES allowed the flow rate to be maintained until the tank’s inlet pressure 

reached 19 and 17 bar for discharges 2 and 3, respectively, shown in Fig. (28B). This means the use of a 

compressor can counteract the flow resistance introduced by adding an adsorbent material. The time that 

the desired flow rate can be maintained, and the minimum tank pressure needed to maintain it, could be 

improved on by using a stronger compressor with a larger range of operating pressures. After the output 

pressure (tank’s or FES’s) fell below 27 bar, the flow rate decreased linearly with output pressure until the 

end of the discharge. The calculated flow rate for the free flow discharge also followed a linear 

dependence on the output pressure, shown in Fig. (28C). The flow rates decreased in a curved fashion 

with time after the 86 g/min flow rate was lost, shown in Fig. (28D). 
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Figure 28: A, Flow rate with time for the first 8 minutes of each discharge. B, Flow rate vs the tank’s inlet pressure for 

each discharge. C, Flow rate vs the system’s output pressure. D, Flow rate with time after 8 minutes for each 

discharge.  

The delivered storage capacity (𝑉st,del) was also tracked during the discharges using the kern scale. The 

delivered storage capacity at any time 𝑡, defined in Eq. (42), is the difference between the initial storage 

capacity and the storage capacity at 𝑡. Figure (29A) shows, in the constricted runs, there was an increase 

from 76 g/L to 83 g/L of delivered storage capacity when using the FES, in a 100-minute shorter period. 

This means that the FES extracted 7 g/L more of the 105 g/L of stored methane before dropping below 

the ending pressure. This is a significant improvement since the tank contains 15 g/L of methane at 2 bar, 

making the theoretical deliverable storage capacity (𝑉st,delT) defined in Eq. (43) as the difference between 

the full tank’s (35 bar) and empty tank’s (2 bar) storage capacity, 90 g/L.  
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 𝑉st,del(𝑡) = 𝑉st,tank(𝑡 = 0) − 𝑉st,tank(𝑡) (42) 

 𝑉st,delT = 𝑉st,tank(35 bar) − 𝑉st,tank(2 bar) (43) 

 𝜂dis = 100(𝑉st,del/𝑉st,delT) 

 

(44) 

The theoretical deliverable storage capacity is not reached in any of the discharges because delivering the 

theoretical amount requires an adiabatic discharge or waiting for the tank to reach thermal equilibrium 

before ending the discharge. Contrary to the fills, the tank experiences a large temperature drop during 

the discharge.  The temperature drop increases the storage capacity of the carbon and lowers the internal 

tank pressure, ending the discharges before delivering the theoretical deliverable storage capacity. This is 

what causes the slow density change in the strongly adsorbing small pores. In all the discharges shown, 

during equilibration, the internal pressure rose above 2 bar. Discharge efficiency (𝜂dis) is defined in Eq. 

(44) as the percent of the theoretical deliverable storage capacity actually delivered. In the constricted 

discharges, the FES increased the discharge efficiency by 7.8%. The free flow discharge was the least 

efficient due to having the shortest discharge time. The temperature drop being the largest in discharge 3 

meant that that tank pressure decreased faster in this discharge compared to the other two. This caused 

it to be the shortest discharge and ultimately was less efficient than discharge 1, even though significantly 

more storage capacity would have been delivered if discharge 1 and 3 were the same length. This is also 

supported by the fact that the small pore density during discharge 3 ended 145% above the 2 bar value. If 

the discharge had been longer, the small pores, which are related to the larger time constant, would have 

been depleted more effectively, and the 𝜂dis of discharge 3 would of been similar to that of discharges 1 

and 2. Figure (29B) summarizes these results and shows that the most effective way to discharge an ANG 

system is using a downstream compressor while constricting the flow rate. If a stronger compressor, with 

a larger range of operating pressures was used, allowing for a larger output pressure, the discharges could 

be extended, increasing the delivered storage capacity. 
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Figure 29: A, Delivered storage capacity with time for each discharge. B, 𝜂𝑑𝑖𝑠 of each of the three discharges.  

4.2.3 Pressure evolution during discharge 

During the discharge process, there are two different pressures that need to be considered. The first is the 

internal tank pressure, which is read at the tank’s inlet. This pressure was used to determine the stopping 

point of the discharge and is what determines the adsorbents storage capacity, along with the 

temperature. The tank inlet pressure was seen to decrease quickly in the beginning of each discharge and 

level out as time progressed. The tank’s inlet pressure in discharges 2&3 dropped much faster due to the 

increased flow rate caused by the FES, resulting in much shorter discharge times compared to discharge 1. 

Figure (30A) shows the pressure evolution at the tank’s inlet during each of the three discharges 

considered.   

The second pressure that needs to be considered is the pressure going to the system’s outlet, called the 

output pressure. In the free flow discharge, this is the same as the tank’s inlet pressure but, when using 

the FES, it is the pressure on the high-pressure side of the compressor. This is the pressure that 

determines the flow rate to the engine since the flow rate scales with the pressure gradient. Since the 

flow rate is determined mainly by the pressure gradient, pressure control is the best way to increase the 

flow rate, as is seen in Figs. (28A-C). Figure (30B) shows that when the FES was turned on, the output 

pressure greatly increased and, in the case of discharge 2, was maintained for an additional few minutes. 

As mentioned earlier, stronger compressors would allow for the needed 27 bar output pressure to be 
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maintained longer. Therefore, with suitable pressure control, ANG systems could sustain the necessary 

fuel delivery rate to operate motor vehicles.  

     

Figure 30: A, The tank’s inlet pressure evolution for each of the three discharges. B, Output pressure evolution for each 

of the three discharges. 

4.2.4 Temperature evolution during discharge  

During the constricted discharges, the tank reached a minimum internal temperature of -11.9 and -6.6 °C 

with and without the FES, respectively. A minimum internal temperature of -12.9 °C was seen during the 

free flow discharge, shown in Fig. (31A). In each discharge, the minimum temperature was reached in 

approximately one hour, well before the end of the discharge. After this point, the temperature started to 

increase, showing, that near the end of the discharge, the desorption and flow rates are not large enough 

to maintain the lowered temperature. Discharge 1 showed a linear dependence between the tank’s 

internal temperature and the tank’s inlet pressure, but discharges with the FES show a slight curvature at 

lower inlet pressures, shown in Fig. (31B). This change is due to the increased output pressure mid-

discharge which resulted in higher flow rates when using the FES. After the minimum internal 

temperature was reached, the temperature started to increase with decreasing pressure, as shown in Fig. 

(31C). The internal temperature is seen to increase faster as the pressure decreases due to the lower flow 

and desorption rates which counteract the temperature equilibration.  
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The tank’s external temperature also dropped during the discharge but to a lesser degree than the tank’s 

internal temperature. The minimum external temperatures reached were 0.307, -3.68, and -5.14 °C for 

discharges 1, 2 and 3, respectively. The external temperature change trailed the tank’s internal 

temperature change, similarly, to what was seen during the fills.  Figure (31D) shows the tank’s external 

temperature evolution for the first 120 minutes of discharging.   

     

     

Figure 31: A, The tank’s internal temperature evolution for each discharge. B, Internal tank temperature against the 

tank’s inlet pressure until the minimum internal temperature was reached. C, Internal tank temperature against the 

tank’s inlet pressure after the minimum temperature was reached. D, The tank’s external temperature evolution for 

each discharge.  
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5. Natural gas cycling 

To this point, the studies have focused on the adsorption and dynamics of the monoliths with regards to 

pure methane. Carbon adsorbents and ANG systems typically use natural gas which contains larger 

hydrocarbons than methane whose adsorption is not completely reversible under standard discharge 

conditions. This irreversibility causes storage loss over time, and in some cases, has been shown to reduce 

𝑉st,c up to 50% of its initial value [42,44,50,51,72]. To investigate the change in the adsorbed film due to 

the retained components, and the causes of the observed storage loss, two sets of natural gas cycling 

experiments were performed.  

In each experiment, 20 cycles were performed, with a cycle being defined as filling the tank from 2 bar to 

35 bar then discharging back down to 2 bar. The first experiment was performed to study changes in the 

adsorbed film and tank performance in the presence of pressure control but in the absence of thermal 

control. The second included thermal control in the form of externally applied heat in addition to the 

pressure control. This was meant to simulate the possibility of passing heated exhaust gas (~ 371 °C [73]) 

or coolant fluid (70-80 °C [12]) over the tank while the car was in operation. The second cycling 

experiment will be referred to as having heated discharges while the first had unheated discharges. The 

fills and discharges were performed as described in section 2.6, but during the 1st, 5th, 10th, 15th, and 20th 

discharge of both cycling experiments, samples of the discharged gas were taken at pressures of 35, 20, 

10, 4 and 2 bar.  

5.1 Mass retention and change in tank volumetric storage  

5.1.1 Mass retention  

The natural gas from the MU natural gas lines is approximately 82% methane by mass. The complete 

composition is given in Table 6. As stated in section 1.3.4, certain non-methane components, in this case 

larger hydrocarbons, can be selectively adsorbed by the carbon monoliths. These components have a high 

binding energy and therefore their adsorption is not 100% reversible at room temperature, unlike 

methane adsorption. This means that as cycling progresses, these heavier components accumulate on the 
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carbon, raising the tank’s mass. The mass accumulated in the 𝑖th cycle was calculated using Eq. (45), and 

the total accumulated mass through 𝑖 cycles was calculated using Eq. (46). 

 𝑚acc,full/empty(𝑖) = 𝑚full/empty(𝑖−1) − 𝑚full/empty(i) (45) 

 𝑚acc,full/empty,total = ∑ 𝑚acc,full/empty(𝑖)

𝑖

 (46) 

 

Table 9: Composition of natural gas provided by MU. Values have been rounded for table 

Component  mol % mass % 

CH4 (methane) 90.6 82.2 

C2H6 (ethane) 5.26 8.95 

C3H8 (propane) 0.84 2.09 

iC4H10 (isobutane) 0.085 0.28 

C4H10 (butane) 0.13 0.53 

iC5H12 (isopentane) 0.038 0.16 

C5H12 (pentane) 0.039 0.16 

C6+ (hexane and larger) 0.21 1.01 

N2 (nitrogen) 2.39 3.78 

CO2 (carbon dioxide) 0.34 0.84 

O2 (oxygen) 0.0029 0.005 

He (helium) 0.057 0.013 

 

The difference between room temperature methane adsorption and natural gas adsorption can be seen 

when looking at gravimetrically measured adsorption and desorption isotherms for both methane and 

natural gas, shown in Figs. (32A&B). The methane desorption isotherm lines up perfectly with the 

adsorption isotherm while the natural gas desorption can be seen to diverge and show an increased 𝐺ex 
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at lower pressures. This is due to the heavier, non-methane, components not desorbing in proportion to 

their mass percent’s in the added gas, causing the tank to be heavier upon desorption than adsorption.  

     

Figure 32: A, Adsorption and desorption 𝐺𝑒𝑥  isotherms, taken on the CEC monoliths, using methane. B, Adsorption and 

desorption 𝐺𝑒𝑥  isotherms, taken on the CEC monoliths, using natural gas. 

In the first cycling experiment, 59.0 kg of natural gas was added to the tank over the course of 20 cycles. 

During this period, the empty tank’s mass increased 1.87 kg while the full tank’s mass increased 1.21 kg. 

This means that 2.31% and 2.05% of the 59.0 kg of added mass was retained by the empty and full tank, 

respectively. The mass retention was much larger in the earlier cycles and started to level out around 

cycle 16. This suggests that, after a certain number of cycles, a stable tank mass will be reached, which 

could be considered the tank’s new equilibrium state. Exponential fits were used to predict this stable 

value and resulted in final mass gain predictions of 1.99 and 1.30 kg for the empty and full tank, 

respectively.  

In the second cycling experiment, which included thermal control, 71.3 kg of natural gas was added to the 

tank, but the empty and full tank mass only increased 0.91 and 0.61 kg, respectfully. This means that 

1.28% and 0.86% of the 71.3 kg of added mass was retained by the empty and full tank, respectively. In 

the heated discharges, the leveling off occurs around the 10th cycle, and the mass retention had 

completely leveled off by the end of the cycling. The mass retention in both the full and empty tank for 

both cycling experiments is shown in Figs. (33A&B).  
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Figure 33: A, The full tank’s mass retention as a function of cycle number for both cycling experiments. B, The empty 

tank’s mass retention as a function of cycle number for both cycling experiments.  

The increasing empty and full tank mass in both cycling experiments implies that the density of the gas 

inside the tank is changing. Most of the retained mass is due to the selective adsorption and desorption of 

larger hydrocarbons which implies that both the density and composition of the adsorbed film is changed 

as cycling progressed. The change in the film’s density can be found from the film volume and measured 

mass gain using Eq. (47). 

 Δ𝜌ad = 𝑚acc/𝑉sf𝑚c     (47) 

As discussed in section 1.3.5, 𝑉sf is sometimes assumed to be the entire micropore volume or is derived 

using Ono-Kondo fits to high density 𝐺ex isotherms. It is noted here that the Ono-Kondo film volume 

should change depending on the gas composition, and the 𝑉sf = 0.58 mL/g calculated for methane used in 

this section may be an underestimation of the true specific film volume.  

From Eq. (47), the change in the adsorbed film density over 20 cycles at 35 bar was found to be 61.4 and 

31.0 g/L for the first and second cycling experiment, respectively, assuming 𝑉sf = 0.96 mL/g. Assuming 𝑉sf 

= 0.58 mL/g, the density increase was 102 and 51.3 g/L for the first and second cycling experiment, 

respectively. At 2 bar, assuming 𝑉sf = 0.96 mL/g, the density was found to increase 94.9 and 46.3 g/L or 

157 and 76.7 g/L, assuming 𝑉sf = 0.58 mL/g, for the first and second cycling experiment, respectively.  
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As mentioned before, the adsorption and film densities in the larger micropores at low coverages 

(pressures) are considerably smaller than in the small micropores. With this, it is proposed that since the 

mass gain is prevalent even at low pressures, the heavier hydrocarbons causing the mass retention will be 

in the smaller micropores. This is also suggested since these hydrocarbons have considerably higher Δ𝐻 

values and have been shown to have high selectivity in pore sizes around 7 Å [43,45,46]. Then the Δ𝜌ad, 

considered in Eq. (47), can be changed to Δ𝜌s with the addition of the appropriate 𝑊s, as shown in Eq. 

(48) 

 Δ𝜌s = 𝑚acc/𝑉sf𝑚c𝑊s     (48) 

Applying Eq. (48) to the full tank (35 bar) gives Δ𝜌s values of 117 and 59.2 g/L for the first and second 

cycling experiment, respectively, assuming 𝑉sf = 0.96 mL/g, and 162 and 82.1 g/L for the first and second 

cycling experiment, respectively, assuming 𝑉sf = 0.58 mL/g. When considering the empty tank (2 bar) 

these values increase to 181 and 88.4 g/L for the first and second cycling experiment, respectively, 

assuming 𝑉sf = 0.96 mL/g, and 251 and 123 g/L for the first and second cycling experiment, respectively, 

assuming 𝑉sf = 0.58 mL/g. Assuming the initial values of 𝜌s were the same as those found for methane in 

section 4.1.2, this would mean that after 20 cycles, at 35 bar, 𝜌s equaled 381 and 323 g/L in the first and 

second cycling experiment, respectively, assuming 𝑉sf  = 0.96 mL/g, or 512 and 432 g/L, assuming 𝑉sf = 

0.58 mL/g. Liquid propane at 35 bar has a density of 503 g/L, which is lower than the 512 g/L calculated 

for the first cycling experiment, and may imply the formation of a liquid film or capillary condensation of 

large hydrocarbons in certain pores. Liquid formation would cause pore clogging while increasing the 

system’s mass, resulting in less adsorption with cycling but increasing mass.  

The empty tank’s mass increasing more than the full tank’s mass is significant since it lowers the 

theoretical deliverable mass. Theoretical deliverable mass, defined in Eq. (49) for cycle 𝑖 as the difference 

between the full tank’s mass and the empty tank’s mass, is a commonly used engineering quantity to 

describe the effectiveness of an ANG tank.  

 𝑚td(𝑖) = 𝑚stored,full(𝑖) − 𝑚stored,empty(𝑖) (49) 
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After dropping approximately 0.70 or 0.30 kg in the first and second cycling experiment, respectively, the 

theoretical deliverable mass also levels off when the tank’s mass becomes relatively constant. Figure (34) 

shows the effect of cycling on the theoretical deliverable mass. 

 

Figure 34: The 𝑚𝑡𝑑 as a function of cycle number for both cycling experiments. 

5.1.2 Tank volumetric storage capacity 

It is important at this point to make a distinction between the total 𝑉st capacity of the system, as defined 

in Eq. (8), and what will be referred to in this work as the useable volumetric storage capacity (𝑉st,use), 

defined in Eq. (50). 

 𝑉st,use(𝑖) = (𝑚stored,empty(1) + 𝑚added(𝑖))/𝑉tank  (50) 

Since the mass of the system is increasing with time, while the bed volume remains constant, the total 

𝑉st,bed increases with cycling. This is slightly deceptive because a large portion of the stored gas is unable 

to be discharged. These unusable components occupy adsorption sites and lower the amount of useable 

gas that can be stored. Therefore, the useable storage capacity decreases as cycling progresses. This is 

how storage capacity is normally reported in the literature, but the distinction between the total storage 

capacity and the useable storage capacity is not normally made. 
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5.1.2A Total volumetric storage capacity 

The increase in tank mass led to an increase in total volumetric storage as cycling progressed. As 

mentioned earlier, the mass retention is due to heavier, strongly adsorbed, components remaining 

adsorbed even after discharging. In the first cycling experiment, after 20 cycles, the full tank’s 𝑉st,bed 

increased from 106 g/L (162 V/V) to 136 g/L (209 V/V) while the empty tank’s increased from 21.1 g/L 

(32.3 V/V) to 67.7 g/L (103.6 V/V).  When including the thermal control during the second cycling 

experiment’s discharges, after 20 cycles, the full tank’s 𝑉st,bed increased from 105 g/L (161 V/V) to 120 g/L 

(184 V/V) while the empty tank’s increased from 21.1 g/L (32.3 V/V) to 43.9 g/L (67.2 V/V).   

Figures (35A&B) show that much of this increase occurred during the early cycles and that the storage 

started to level out at the same time as the mass retention. Exponential fits were used to estimate the 

maximum 𝑉st,bed the tank would reach, resulting in values of 70.7 and 44.1 g/L, for the empty tank, and 

139 and 120 g/L, for the full tank, in the first and second cycling experiment, respectively.   

      

Figure 35: A, Total 𝑉𝑠𝑡,𝑏𝑒𝑑  in the full tank for both cycling experiments. B, Total 𝑉𝑠𝑡,𝑏𝑒𝑑  in the empty tank for both 

cycling experiments.   

5.1.2B Useable volumetric storage capacity  

Unlike 𝑉st,bed, 𝑉st,use decreased with cycling due the non-reversible adsorption of the heavier components 

under standard discharge conditions. 𝑉st,use, defined in Eq. (50), does not include any mass accumulated 

on the empty tank because it is considered to be unusable under the chosen discharge conditions.  By the 
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20th cycle, 𝑉st,use had dropped from 106 g/L (162 V/V) to 89.7 g/L (137 V/V), in the first cycling 

experiment, and from 105 g/L (161 V/V) to 97.2 g/L (149 V/V) in the second cycling experiment. This 

corresponds to a 15.4% and 7.4% drop from the initial value in the first and second cycling experiment, 

respectively. Table 10 compares the storage capacities measured in this work with reported values from 

other groups. 

Table 10: A comparison of the monolith’s 𝑉𝑠𝑡,𝑐 (methane) and CEC tank’s 𝑉𝑠𝑡,𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘  at different points of cycling with 

other reported values. 

Group Pressure         

(bar) 

Volumetric Storage     

(g/L) 

Volumetric Storage    

(V/V) 

Citation 

MU Monoliths (methane) 35  110 168 [30] 

MU CEC Tank Cycle 1 35  106 - 1st cycling              

105 - 2nd cycling 

162 - 1st cycling             

161 - 2nd cycling 

This work 

MU CEC Tank Cycle 20 

(Total) 

35  136 - 1st cycling               

120 - 2nd cycling  

209 - 1st cycling             

184 - 2nd cycling 

This work 

MU CEC Tank Cycle 20 

(Useable) 

35  89.7 - 1st cycling           

97.2 - 2nd cycling  

137 - 1st cycling             

149 - 2nd cycling 

This work 

Honda Motors 35  101 155 [22] 

Atlanta Light Adsorbent 

Research Group 

35-40  98.0 150 [38] 

Oak Ridge 35  98.0 150 [22] 

Brazilian Gas Technology 

Center 

35-40  85.0-98.0 130-150 [22] 
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Figure (36) shows that 𝑉st,use also levels off around cycle 16 and 10 for the first and second cycling 

experiment, respectively, after decreasing in the earlier cycles. As before, an exponential fit was used to 

estimate the final useable storage capacity which was found to be 88.1 g/L in the first cycling experiment 

and 97.2 g/L in the second cycling experiment.  

 

Figure 36: 𝑉𝑠𝑡,𝑢𝑠𝑒 as a function of cycle number for both cycling experiments.  

The change in 𝑉st,use is because less new adsorption occurs in latter cycles due to the retained mass 

occupying possible adsorption sites. This is a form of pore clogging. In the following paragraphs a possible 

mechanism of how this pore clogging occurs is presented to relate the retained mass and changing film 

density to the decrease in 𝑉st,use.  

Keeping the assumption made in section 5.1.1 that the retained mass occupies the small pores (0-10 Å), it 

is then assumed that any pore clogging will also occur in pores between 0-10 Å. Since the composition, 

and assumingly the volume, of the film changes with cycling, the entire small pore volume (0.503 mL/g) 

will be considered as volume that can be clogged. Therefore, the film density of 263 g/L calculated in 

section 4.1.2 will be used as the initial small pore film density, 𝜌s,1. 
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Using Eq. (48), the mass increase in each cycle can be converted into an increase in 𝜌s. Assuming that this 

retained mass is due to gas of a higher density clogging a portion of the pores, 𝜌s can be broken into two 

weighted components. One being the initial film density, 𝜌s,1, where no clogging has occurred and a 

clogged density, 𝜌sc, in pores that have been clogged due to the retained mass, as shown in Eq. (51). 

 𝜌s = 𝑊1𝜌s,1 + 𝑊c𝜌sc  (51) 

Then the amount of film volume lost to clogging, 𝑉f,lost, can then calculated by dividing the mass gain by 

𝜌sc. Once the lost film volume has been calculated, the decrease in the useable gravimetric absolute 

adsorption, 𝐺abs,use, can be calculated by multiplying 𝜌s,1 by 𝑉f,lost, Eq. (52). Δ𝐺abs,use can then be 

converted into a change in useable gravimetric excess, Δ𝐺ex,use, assuming a constant 𝜌g with Eq. (53) 

 Δ𝐺abs,use = −𝜌s,1𝑉f,lost = −𝜌s,1𝑚acc/𝜌sc (52) 

 Δ𝐺ex,use = −𝑉f,lost(𝜌s + 𝜌g) (53) 

Using Eqs. (11,12&53), and the packing fraction, a predicted 𝑉st,use can be calculated for each cycle and 

compared with the measured value. For these calculations, the value of 𝜌sc was assumed to be 555 g/L. 

This value was chosen since this is the density of the MU natural gas at 35 bar, assuming all the non-

hydrocarbons, methane, and ethane had been removed. Figure (37A) shows the calculated and measured 

𝑉st,use for both cycling experiments. In both experiments, the estimated 𝑉st,use, derived from the assumed 

𝜌sc and the retained mass, was within 2% of the measured value. This suggests that the storage loss is 

predominately due to the hydrocarbons above ethane. Eq. (52) can also be used to solve for 𝑉f,lost and 

𝜌sc.  Figure (37B) shows the change in 𝑉f,lost with cycling under the 𝜌sc = 555 g/L assumption. The 

calculated values of 𝜌sc did not show any long-term trends, but in the first cycling experiment, the early 

cycles did have a considerably lower value of 𝜌sc, suggesting that in these cycles there was considerable 

ethane retention.  
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Figure 37: A, Estimated and measured 𝑉𝑠𝑡,𝑢𝑠𝑒 for both cycling experiments. B, Figure showing the evolution of 𝑉𝑓,𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑡 

with cycling in mL/g and as a percentage of the total small pore volume for both cycling experiments.  

In Fig. (37B), it seems that 𝑉f,lost starts to level out in both cases, which would suggest that 𝑉st,use should 

be reaching a stable point. If this is the case, then the monoliths storage loss would be much less than 

another commonly tested carbon, MSC-30, which showed a 50% decrease in its 𝑉st,use over a 1000 cycles 

[74]. Assuming 𝜌s,1 = 263 g/L, to achieve this decrease, the entire small specific micropore volume (0.47 

mL/g) would need to be clogged. This would suggest that large hydrocarbons can be retained in pores up 

to 10 Å at room temperature. This combined with the increased 𝜌sc after the first few cycles, and the 

increase in the amount of discharged ethane in latter cycles, suggests that the leveling off of 𝑉st,use and 

𝑉f,lost in the first cycling experiment may be due to larger hydrocarbons displacing previously retained 

ethane instead of clogging new pore space. If this is occurring, then once all the previously retained 

ethane had been displaced, the storage loss and pore clogging would continue. More cycling would need 

to be performed to confirm this.  

5.2 Tank filling measurements using natural gas 

During cycling, the tank was filled twenty times using two different filling conditions. Slow fills, performed 

on the odd fill numbers (fills 1, 3, 5…), consisted of setting the inlet pressure to 35 bar while keeping the 

tank open until equilibrium was reached. Fast fills, performed on the even fill numbers (fills 2, 4, 6…), 

consisted of setting the inlet pressure to 45 bar and allowing the tank to fill until a desired 
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pressure/temperature relation was reached. At this point, the tank was closed off from the inlet and 

allowed to equilibrate.  

5.2.1 Fill times and storage evolution  

Unlike the methane fills discussed in section 4.1, the initial mass of the tank changed during both cycling 

experiments. Therefore, to make each cycle comparable, the mass added to the tank will be discussed 

instead of the mass stored. As before, fills associated with the second cycling experiment will be followed 

by the word heated.  

Similarly, to the methane fills, it was found that by using an over pressure, significantly more gas could be 

transferred in the first three minutes of filling. During both cycling experiments, in adjacent fills (example: 

fill 2 and 3), the fast fill transferred between 0.3-0.4 kg more natural gas during the first 3 minutes. 

Increased cycling caused the mass transfer to slow, causing earlier cycles to add more gas in the first three 

minutes than latter cycles. In the first cycling experiment, fills 2 and 3 transferred 0.2 kg more mass in the 

first three minutes than fills 20 and 19, respectively. In the second cycling experiment, this drops to 0.13 

and 0.11 kg for the fast and slow fills, respectively. The slower mass transfer can be assumed to be caused 

by the lowered useable storage capacity, limiting the amount of new gas that needs to be added, which 

also explains why the decrease was smaller in the second cycling experiment. The deviation between the 

earlier and latter fills occurred around the 1.2-minute mark where the linear storage increase mentioned 

in section 4.1.1 ends. The linear portion of the storage evolution is shorter in latter cycles due to less gas 

needing to be added, as shown in Figs. (38A&B). Figure (38A) also shows that, in the early fills, both 

cycling experiments had similar mass transfer, but some deviation occurred in the latter cycles due to the 

larger storage loss in the first cycling experiment. It is noted, that during the heated cycling, on average 

0.44 kg of mass was added after the previous cycles discharge to return the tank to 2 bar before 

conducting the fill.  
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Figure 38: A, Mass added during the first three minutes of selected fills from both cycling experiments. B, Mass needed 

to fill the tank from 2 bar as cycling progressed for both cycling experiments.  

The total fast fill times during the first cycling experiment showed a significant decrease due to the 

storage loss. Excluding an outlier on the 20th fill, during the first cycling experiment, the fast fill times 

dropped by approximately 25 minutes with the 18th fill only taking 85 minutes. During the second filling 

experiment, a nearly linear decrease of approximately 26 minutes was also observed between the 2nd and 

18th fills, dropping from 101 to 75 minutes, but fills 12, 16, and 20 did not lie on this line and were all 

above 100 minutes.  

5.2.2 Adsorbed film density evolution during fills  

Similarly, to the analysis done in section 4.1.2, the film density evolution was tracked during the fills in 

both cycling experiments. In this section, selected fills from both cycling experiments wills be discussed to 

show how cycling with and without thermal control affected the evolution of 𝜌ad, as well as 𝜌s and 𝜌l. 

In both cycling experiments, the initial and ending values of 𝜌ad increased as cycling progressed due to the 

retained mass. As discussed above, more mass was retained in the empty tank, which decreased the total 

growth of 𝜌ad during the fill. During the cycling experiments, 𝜌ad still followed a two-term exponential 

during its evolution, with the odd (slow) fills having smaller time constants than the even (fast) fills, 

similarly to what was seen in section 4.1.2. Figures (39A&B) show the evolution of 𝜌ad, as calculated using 

Eq. (38), for selected fills from both cycling experiments.  
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Figure 39: A, Evolution of 𝜌𝑎𝑑 for selected odd (slow) fills from each cycling experiment. B, Evolution of 𝜌𝑎𝑑 for 

selected even (fast) fills from each cycling experiment. 

Then by using Eqs. (39&40), with the weighting factors in Table 5 for the 𝑉sf = 0.96 mL/g case, it was 

possible to determine the evolution of both 𝜌s and 𝜌l. In both cycling experiments, the initial and final 

values of 𝜌s increased as cycling progressed since the initial vale of 𝜌l was taken to be the gas density. It 

was seen that during the first cycling experiment, as cycling progressed, the difference between the initial 

and final values of 𝜌s decreased. This supports the idea that pore clogging occurs in the smaller pores, 

since if certain pores are clogged, the density in these pores will not change during filling. This would 

mean as more pores clog due to extended cycling, the amount the density in the small pores would 

change during any fill would decrease. Some decrease can be seen during the second cycling experiment, 

but no definite conclusions can be drawn from the data.  

𝜌l did not show the same dependence on cycling as 𝜌s, but did keep the time dependence discussed in 

section 4.1.2. This meant that the odd fills which used a 35 bar inlet pressure, and lasted considerably 

longer, had larger ending values of 𝜌l than the even fills. Ending 𝜌l values varied between 60-90 g/L 

depending on the length of the fill. Since fills in latter cycles tended to be shorter, the latter cycles tended 

to end with smaller values of 𝜌l. The ending 𝜌l values seen during the even (fast) fills were on average 

smaller than the ending methane 𝜌l values reported in section 4.1.2, supporting the idea that the density 

evolution in large pores is highly dependent on the filling procedure. Figures (40A-D) show the evolution 

of 𝜌s and 𝜌l for selected fills during both cycling experiments. Fill 1, during the second cycling experiment, 
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showed an abnormally high value of 𝜌l which is attributed to a delayed mass gain seen during this fill, 

which may have also caused 𝜌s to be slightly low as well.  

 

   

Figure 40: A, The evolution of 𝜌𝑠 with time for selected odd (slow) fills. B, The evolution of 𝜌𝑠 with time for selected 

even (fast) fills. C, The evolution of 𝜌𝑙 with time for selected odd (slow) fills. D, The evolution of 𝜌𝑙 with time for 

selected even (fast) fills. 

5.2.3 Inlet pressure evolution during fills 

The tank’s inlet pressure evolution was determined by the choice of inlet pressure and was not affected 

by cycling, or the thermal control applied during the discharges of the second cycling experiment. The 

analysis in section 4.1.3 explains the pressure evolution during the entirety of the cycling process.  

Figures (41A&B) show the inlet pressure evolution for selected fills.  
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Figure 41: A, Tank inlet pressure evolution for the first three minutes of selected fills, B, Tank inlet pressure evolution 

for the first 50 minutes of selected fills.  

In the case of the fast fills, after the tank was closed off from the system at the tank’s inlet, the tank’s inlet 

pressure decreased. The initial decrease was large due to the large temperature difference between the 

tank’s internal temperature and room temperature. This was followed by a leveling off around the desired 

full equilibrated pressure of 35 bar. Figure (42) shows the pressure equilibration for select fast fills.  

 

Figure 42: Tank inlet pressure equilibration for selected fast fills.  
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5.2.4 Internal tank temperature evolution during fills 

As discussed in earlier sections, the temperature evolution of the tank is highly dependent on the amount 

of adsorption due to the carbon’s heat of adsorption. This means that cycling, which reduces new 

adsorption and mass transfer during latter cycles, will result in lower temperatures during filling.  

Figure (43) shows the maximum temperature reached during the fills for both cycling experiments. As 

seen with the methane fills in section 4.1.4, the even (fast) fills had higher maximum temperatures since 

they used a higher filling pressure. The decrease was much more sever in the first cycling experiment 

since the drop in 𝑉st,use was much greater without the use of thermal control. Figure (43) also shows that 

the latter slow fills during the heated discharges approach the latter fast fills from first cycling experiment. 

This again suggests that adsorption is the largest determining factor of the tank’s temperature change and 

not the gas compression. 

 

Figure 43: Maximum temperature reached during the fills of both cycling experiments. 

The temperature evolution was similar to the methane fills, but the cycling process effects the linear 

portion of the internal temperature evolution. Latter fills are seen to have shorter linear growth periods, 

resulting in lower maximum temperatures. It should also be mentioned that the maximum internal 

temperatures reached during the natural gas fills are higher than those seen in the methane experiments. 

This is due to certain non-methane components in natural gas having higher heats of adsorption. This 
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means that more heat is released per mole of natural gas adsorbed then per mole of methane adsorbed. 

This causes an increase in the tank’s internal temperature. Figures (44A&B) show the early temperature 

evolution and that the spike in the temperature vs pressure graph at 0.4 seconds is unaffected by cycling, 

but it does occur approximately 15 bar below the filling pressure instead of 10 bar.  

   

Figure 44: A, Internal temperature evolution for the first 3 minutes of selected fills. B, Internal tank temperature 

against the tank’s inlet pressure for selected fills.  

After the maximum internal tank temperature of in each fill was reached, the temperature started to 

equilibrate in a power law fashion with time, shown in Fig. (45A). During fast fills, after the tank was 

closed off from at the inlet, a liner relationship is seen between the temperature and the tank’s inlet 

pressure, shown in Fig. (45B). Unlike the early parts of the fill, where the temperature change was being 

driven by the pressure change, the pressure change is now being driven by the dropping temperature. 

This not only decreases the pressure due to densification of the gas, but the carbon’s storage capacity also 

increases as the temperature decreases. The equilibration was found to be linear, with a consistent slope 

of 2 °C/bar, and this was also why the fast fills were stopped at 43 °C since this means the temperature 

would need to drop 20 °C and 10 bar. 
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Figure 45: A, Internal tank temperature evolution after the maximum temperature had been reached for selected fills. 

B, Internal tank temperature against the tank’s inlet pressure during the equilibration of selected fast fills.   

5.3 Tank discharge measurements using natural gas 

In each cycling experiment the tank was discharged 20 times. The MFC was used on every discharge and 

set at a value of 86 g/min. Once the pressure inside the tank dropped to approximately 20 bar, the flow 

was redirected through the FES to raise the output pressure and flow rate. The idea of using the 

compressor was not only to increase the maximum flow rate as the tank’s inlet pressure decreased but to 

also limit the mass retained during cycling by subjecting the tank to a larger pressure gradient during the 

discharge. Once a tank pressure of 1.3 bar was reached, the discharges were stopped, and the tank was 

closed at the inlet. Gas samples were taken at 35, 20, 10, 4, and 2 bar on the 1st, 5th, 10th, 15th, and 20th 

cycle to determine the selectivity of each component as a function of pressure and cycle number. During 

the second cycling experiment, heat tape was also applied and turned on at the beginning of the 

discharge to provide active heating and counteract the temperature drop seen during the methane 

discharges.  

5.3.1 Internal tank temperature during discharge 

Similarly, to the methane discharges in section 4.2, the initial temperature drop was severe due to the 

high outward flow rate and desorption occurring in the system. In the first cycling experiment, where no 

external heat was being applied, the temperature dropped during much of the discharge, reaching its 
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minimum temperature around the 60-minute mark in each case. Since the temperature drop is 

dependent on the desorption, the severe storage loss seen during the unheated discharges caused less 

desorption to occur in latter cycles. This raised the minimum temperature reached from -11.3 °C in the 

first discharge to -8.1 °C in the 20th discharge. This change in minimum temperature was also found to be 

linearly dependent on the amount of gas delivered during the discharge, supporting that desorption is the 

major contributor to the tank’s temperature shift.  

The temperature drop in the first 8 minutes of the heated discharges during the second cycling 

experiment were similar to the first cycling experiment. Afterward, the effects of the heat tape became 

apparent. The externally applied heat caused the tank temperature to level out much earlier during the 

second cycling experiment and reach the minimum temperature at approximately the 20-minute mark. In 

these discharges, the minimum temperature reached during the discharge showed no dependence on 

cycling and never dropped below 4 °C. In both cases, after the minimum temperature was reached, the 

temperature started to increase until the tank was closed. Due to the thermal control in the second 

cycling experiment, the ending temperatures were always above room temperature, with ending 

temperatures ranging between 79-94 °C. The ending temperatures increased with cycling due to the 

lessened desorption in latter cycles but leveled off around cycle 10, similarly to 𝑉st,use. Figures (46A&B) 

show the temperature evolution of selected discharges while the tank was discharging, and the minimum 

temperatures reached during each discharge.  
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Figure 46: A, Internal tank temperature evolution during selected discharges. B, Minimum temperature reached during 

each discharge.  

During the first cycling experiment, where no external heat was applied, the tank’s internal temperature 

dependence on the tank’s inlet pressure was similar for all the discharges and to section 4.2.4’s discharge 

2. The thermal control included during the second cycling experiment caused the initial temperature drop 

to be concave up until the minimum temperature was reached, which always occurred above 10 bar. This 

means that externally applied heat can counteract the effects of the FES which caused the concave down 

curve seen for discharge 2 in Fig. (31B). After the minimum internal tank temperature was reached, the 

internal tank temperature started to slowly increase as the tank’s inlet pressure decreased. As the 

pressure decreased further, the rate of increase was higher due the lessening desorption and smaller 

outward flow rate.  

During equilibration for both cycling experiments, since the tank was closed off at the inlet, and the heat 

tape was removed during the heated discharges, the internal temperature either increased (1st cycling 

experiment) or decreased (2nd cycling experiment) linearly as a function of the tank’s inlet pressure, 

similarly to the equilibration of the fills discussed in section 5.2.4. The slopes ranged from 26-28 °C/bar in 

the first cycling experiment and 80-90 °C/bar during the second. The slopes were much greater in the 

second cycling experiment since less gas was in the tank. Figures (47A&B) show the tank’s internal 

temperature evolution during the discharge and the equilibration for selected discharges. 
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Figure 47: A, Internal tank temperature evolution against the tank’s inlet pressure while the tank discharged for 

selected discharges. B, Internal tank temperature evolution against the tank’s inlet pressure during equilibration for 

selected discharges.  

5.3.2 Inlet pressure evolution during discharges   

The inlet and outlet pressures followed the patterns discussed in section 4.2.3 for discharge 2. The initial 

inlet pressure drop is large due to the tank’s inlet pressure and initial flow rate being high compared to 

latter parts of the discharge. The FES was turned on, raising the output pressure of each of the discharges 

around the 7-minute mark, and then, after a brief leveling off, the output pressure decreased in a similar 

fashion to the tank’s inlet pressure. The FES had an average compression ratio of approximately 1.7 

during the discharge. During the second cycling experiment, due to the thermal control, the pressure 

decrease was noticeably slower after the 8-minute mark. This was caused by the thermal control raising 

the internal tank temperature relative to similar discharges in the first cycling experiment.  

Figures (48A&B) show the inlet and output pressures for selected discharges while Figure (48C) shows the 

effect of the FES on the output pressure for a representative discharge. 
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Figure 48: A, Inlet pressure evolution while the tank was discharging for selected discharges. B, Output pressure 

evolution while the tank was discharging for selected discharges. C, Comparison of the inlet and output pressures for a 

selected discharge, including the compression ratio of the FES. 

After the discharges stopped, and the tank was left to equilibrate, the inlet pressure rose in the first 

cycling experiment and dropped in the second due to the internal temperature rising and falling, 

respectively. During the first cycling experiment, the pressure rose from the stopping point of 1.3 bar to 

approximately 2.2 bar. Since equilibration brought the ending pressure above the rail pressure, these 

discharges were not 100% efficient, as previously described in section 4.2.2. During the second cycling 

experiment, the pressure dropped to approximately 0.6 bar in each discharge, well below the rail pressure 

implying these discharges were more than 100% efficient.  Figure (49) shows the inlet pressure during 

equilibration for selected discharges. 
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Figure 49: Inlet pressure evolution during equilibration for selected discharges.  

5.3.3 Flow rates and delivered mass 

Since the discharge procedure used during the natural gas cycling experiments was similar to discharge 2 

in section 4.2.3, the flow rates followed a similar pattern. The initial flow rate was throttled at 86 g/min 

for approximately 2.5 minutes and then slowly started to drop when the inlet pressure dropped below 27 

bar. The flow rates then increased again once the FES was turned on at an inlet pressure of approximately 

20 bar. Once the output pressure dropped below 27 bar, the flow rate decreased linearly with output 

pressure. Since the output pressure dropped below 27 bar at approximately the 8-minute mark in most of 

the discharges, the thermal control had very little effect on how long the 86 g/min flow rate could be 

maintained. After the 8-minute mark, as discussed above, the internal tank temperature, and therefore, 

both the inlet and output pressure of the tank were higher during the heated discharges than in their 

unheated counterparts. This caused the flow rates to decrease slower in the heated discharges, providing 

another benefit of thermal control. Figures (50A&B) show the early and late flow rate evolution for 

selected discharges.  
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Figure 50: A, Flow rate evolution for the first ten minutes of two selected discharges. B, Flow rate evolution after 10 

minutes of two selected discharges.  

The delivered mass, defined in Eq. (54) as the difference between the starting and ending mass, differed 

greatly between the two cycling experiments because of the thermal control.  

 𝑚del = 𝑚(𝑡 = 0) − 𝑚(𝑡end)  (54) 

This is because when tank pressure is used to determine the ending point of the discharge, the mass 

delivered, and the efficiency of the discharge is highly dependent on the temperature of the tank. This is 

attributed to the higher storage capacities observed in carbon adsorbents at lower temperatures, caused 

by the temperature dependent film volumes, as seen in Fig. (9B). This means that during the first cycling 

experiment, when the ending temperature of the tank was below room temperature, the 𝑚del was 

always below the 𝑚del,T, causing discharge efficiencies below one. Oppositely, due to the thermal control, 

the discharges in the second cycling experiment ended with temperatures well above room temperature, 

causing efficiencies above one. This also meant that the heated discharges delivered considerably more 

mass during a discharge than the unheated discharges, as shown in Fig. (51A).  

Since cycling effects the amount of useable mass stored inside the tank, the 𝑚del dropped as cycling 

progressed. In the first cycling experiment, 𝑚del dropped 10% from 2.96 to 2.66 kg over the course of the 

20 cycles, while in the second cycling experiment, 𝑚del only dropped 4 % from 3.57 to 3.43 kg. The drop 

in the actual mass delivered during a discharge was smaller than the drop in the 𝑚del,T mentioned in 
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section 5.1.1. This disparity caused the discharge efficiently, 𝜂dis, defined in Eq. (44), to increase as cycling 

progressed. By the end of cycling, the 𝜂dis were above 0.96 in the first cycling experiment and above 1.10 

in the second cycling experiment, as shown in Fig. (51B). 

   

Figure 51: A, The evolution of 𝑚𝑑𝑒𝑙 with cycling for both cycling experiments. B, The 𝜂𝑑𝑖𝑠 for selected discharges.  

5.4 Gas composition and selectivity  

The delivered gas’s composition was sampled at pressures of 35, 20, 10, 4, and 2 bar during the 1st, 5th, 

10th, 15th and 20th cycle in both cycling experiments. These compositions were combined with scale data 

to make conclusions about the composition of the adsorbed gas and how the selectivity of the carbon 

monoliths changed during the discharges. In this section, only the selectivity of the newly adsorbed gas is 

considered since the change in the composition of the adsorbed film on discharges where sampling was 

not performed could not be tracked. 

5.4.1 Determining selectivity  

The selectivity of any natural gas component is defined by and can be calculated using Eq. (21). The mass 

percent of each component in the bulk gas can be taken to be the composition of the sampled delivered 

gas since only bulk gas is delivered.   

To determine the adsorbed film composition, the absolute adsorption needs to be determined using the 

measured gas density and an assumed film volume (𝑉sf was taken to be 0.62 g/L for these calculations but 
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no noticeable difference was found when using 𝑉sf = 0.58 g/L). Once the absolute adsorption has been 

determined, the mass fraction of each component in the full tank’s adsorbed film can be determined 

using Eq. (55) since the composition of the bulk gas, the composition of the added (line) gas and the mass 

of gas added was known. 

 
𝐶𝑖,ad =

𝐶𝑖,line𝑚added − 𝐶𝑖,bulk𝜌g(𝑉bed − 𝑉sk − 𝑉film)

𝑚abs

 
(55) 

The above method works for the full tank since the composition of the added gas is known. At lower 

pressures, after gas has started to discharge, the composition of the remaining added gas will not be the 

same as the composition of the line gas. This is because selective adsorption and gas flow dynamics will 

allow certain components to leave the tank easier than other components. Therefore, to determine the 

total amount of each component left in the tank at any time, the amount of that component discharged 

needs to be subtracted from the amount that was originally added. 

To determine the amount of each component discharged, the composition of the bulk gas was plotted as 

a function of the useable mass inside the tank at each of the sampling pressures, shown for nitrogen in 

Fig. (52). These graphs were then fit with curves that represented the change in the composition with 

useable mass, so the bulk mass fraction of each component, at every value of useable mass, could be 

approximated. Then by using a finite difference method, it was possible to determine the mass of each 

component left in the tank at any point during the discharge using Eq. (56) (𝑖 is the component index and 

𝑗 is the time index). This was used to calculate the mass fraction of each component in the adsorbed film, 

similarly to Eq. (55), using Eq. (57), after determining the amount of each component in the bulk gas using 

Eq. (58). 

 𝑚in tank,𝑖𝑗 = 𝑚in tank,𝑖(𝑗−1) − (𝑚useable,𝑗−1 − 𝑚useable,𝑗)𝐶bulk,𝑖(𝑗−1)  (56) 

 
𝐶adsorbed,𝑖𝑗 =

(𝑚in tank,𝑖𝑗 − 𝑚in bulk,𝑖𝑗)

∑ (𝑚in tank,𝑖𝑗 − 𝑚in bulk,𝑖𝑗)𝑖

 
(57) 

 𝑚in bulk,𝑖𝑗 = (𝑉tank − 𝑉sk − 𝑉film)𝜌bulk,𝑖𝑗𝐶bulk,𝑖𝑗  

 

(58) 
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Figure 52: Example of a fit used to interpolate between sampling points for nitrogen.  

Once the mass fraction of each component in both the bulk gas and the adsorbed film has been 

determined at every point during the discharge, the selectivity of each component with respect to 

methane can be calculated using Eq. (21). In this work, the selectivity was only calculated at the sampling 

points to ensure the accuracy of the bulk gas composition. Since Eq. (21) is undefined if the bulk phase has 

a mass fraction of zero, the selectivity of the trace elements (< 0.6 mass percent in MU line gas) will not 

be discussed. Many of these elements returned bulk values of zero at certain pressures due to being 

added in such small amounts.  

5.4.2 Ethane and propane  

After methane, ethane and propane are normally the two most common hydrocarbons in natural gas. 

Since both components are selectively adsorbed, it can be assumed they can cause significant mass 

retention and 𝑉st,use loss. They also should be representative of the behavior of the larger hydrocarbons 

that are only present in trace amounts. In both cycling experiments, as the tank pressure decreased, the 

concentration of ethane and propane in the discharged gas decreased while the methane concentration 

rose. This supports that these larger hydrocarbons are being retained compared to methane and caused 

the selectivity of these components to rise as the pressure decreased. In the first discharge experiment, 
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when no thermal control was implemented, the ethane concentration started to rise again between 4-10 

bar while the propane concentration started to rise between 2-4 bar. This rise was not always significant 

enough to stop the selectivity from increasing. When using thermal control, the mass percent of ethane 

started to rise earlier in the discharge, between pressures of 10-20 bar, while the mass percent of 

propane stared to increase between 4-10 bar. In both cases, the rising concentration of these larger 

hydrocarbons at low pressures caused the methane concentration to decrease. In some of the heated 

discharges, this decrease was large enough to bring the methane concentration of the discharged gas 

below that of the MU line gas. Figures (53A-D) show examples of ethane’s and propane’s concentration 

and selectivity evolution during a discharge. 
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Figure 53: A, Evolution of ethane’s concentration in the discharged gas during a representative discharge for both 

cycling experiments. B, Evolution of propane’s concentration in the bulk gas during a representative discharge for both 

cycling experiments. C, Evolution of ethane’s selectivity during a representative discharge for both cycling experiments. 

D, Evolution of propane’s selectivity during a representative discharge for both cycling experiments.  

The evolution of both hydrocarbon’s concentration and selectivity can give insights into the changes 

occurring in the adsorbed film. The decreasing concentration of ethane and propane in the discharged gas 

that occurs during the beginning of the discharges shows that these components are not desorbed as 

effectively as methane and the non-hydrocarbon components. This is also supported by the rising 

selectivity during this part of the discharge. This inefficient desorption of larger hydrocarbons suggests 

that the adsorbed film’s concentration of C2+ hydrocarbons is increasing. Since these hydrocarbons have a 

stronger interaction with the carbon, if the film contains more of these components, it is likely that the 

film’s density will be larger than a film containing only methane at the same pressure and temperature. 
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Assuming the hydrocarbons above propane are following a similar trend, this also supports the previous 

theory that the larger hydrocarbons being retained is what caused the pore clogging.  

Looking at how the concentration of the discharged gas changed with cycling also provides some insights 

into what components are being retained. As mention in earlier sections, in the first cycling experiment, 

ethane retention decreased with cycling until retained ethane seemed to be replaced by larger 

hydrocarbons around cycle 10. It was observed that around cycle 10, the discharged gas at 2 bar started 

to contain more ethane then the MU line gas. This means that ethane was only released effectively at low 

pressures when most of the methane had been discharged. The rising concentration of ethane in the bulk 

gas, shown in Fig. (54A), during the first cycling experiment also shows that as pore clogging occurs, less 

ethane is retained. During the heated discharges, the concentration of ethane in the discharged gas is well 

above the MU line gas by the 10th cycle. This large increase shows that the thermal control effectively 

eliminated the retention of ethane in the adsorbed film.  

This change in concentration also occurred for propane during both cycling experiments but in an amount 

that was small compared to its concentration in the bulk gas, as shown in Fig. (54B). This means that at 2 

bar propane was still being efficiently retained by the pores. It is noted that, in the unheated cycling 

experiment, the propane concentration leveled of around cycle 10 but kept increasing during the heated 

cycling. This combined with the fact that the heated cycling discharges lasted longer, and discharged more 

gas at low pressures, means that propane may have started to be effectively discharged in the heated 

cycling discharges after the 2 bar sampling, when the temperature of the tank was higher and the 

concentration of ethane in the adsorbed film was lower.  
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Figure 54: A, Ethane’s concentration in the discharged gas against cycle number for selected pressures. B, Propane’s 

concentration in the discharged gas against cycle number for selected pressures.  

5.4.3 Nitrogen and carbon dioxide  

To further understand the composition of the adsorbed film, two non-hydrocarbon components will also 

be discussed. Nitrogen (N2) and carbon dioxide are two common contaminates of natural gas that have 

adsorption potentials similar to that of methane. It is noted that carbon dioxide selectivity, regarding gas 

separation or carbon capture, has been researched by many groups [39,47,49,75]. 

The mass percent of nitrogen in the discharged gas, for all the measured discharges, started well above its 

mass percent in the MU line gas. This suggests that nitrogen is not being adsorbed as efficiently as 

methane when the system is at 35 bar, which is also supported by the selectivity being below one. As the 

discharges progressed, the concentration of nitrogen in the discharged gas decreased, and in some cases, 

this caused the selectivity to increase. This increase in the selectivity, unlike the hydrocarbon’s mentioned 

in the previous section, can be attributed to the limited amount of nitrogen left in the tank. The high 

nitrogen concentration at the beginning of the discharges caused most of the nitrogen inside the tank to 

be desorbed and discharged before reaching the final sampling point. Therefore, by the end of the 

discharge, nitrogen can be considered a trace element which has been replaced in the adsorbed film. This 

also supports the conclusion that the retained mass and storage loss is not due to nitrogen. Due to 

nitrogen not being active in the pore clogging, its selectivity did not show any dependence on cycling, but 
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the increased concentration of ethane in the discharged gas of latter cycles did cause nitrogen’s mass 

percent to drop with cycling.  Figures (55A&B) show the evolution of nitrogen’s concentration and 

selectivity during representative discharges.  

   

Figure 55: A, Evolution of nitrogen’s concentration in the discharged gas for two representative discharges. B, 

Evolution of nitrogen’s selectivity for two representative discharges. 

It is noted here that a similar decrease in the concentration of methane in the discharged gas is seen in 

the latter cycles of both experiments. This decrease was much more sever in the heated discharges and 

occurred earlier in the cycling process. This suggests, that like nitrogen, there exists a point in the cycling 

process where methane has been heavily depleted and may no longer makes up a significant portion of 

the adsorbed film.  

The mass percent of carbon dioxide in the discharged gas at 35 bar was approximately the same as in the 

MU line gas, leading to the initial selectivity being approximately 1. This suggests that in the full tank, 

carbon dioxide and methane have similar adsorption capabilities. As the discharges progressed, the 

discharged gas’s carbon dioxide concentration started to rise when the tank reached an inlet pressure 

between 4-10 bar. This was approximately the same time when the methane concentration started to 

decrease due to the limited remaining methane. Since carbon dioxide is not heavily concentrated in the 

MU line gas, this slight increase at lower pressures caused most of the carbon dioxide to be discharged, 

and therefore, not be a component that would cause pore clogging. The delayed rise in carbon dioxide’s 
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mass percent compared to rise in the methane’s mass percent may be attributed to carbon dioxide having 

a slightly stronger interaction with the carbon at these pressures but may also be due to the flow 

dynamics of carbon dioxide being slower due to its larger size. Similar to the nitrogen case, since carbon 

dioxide becomes a trace element at low pressures, the selectivity either started to rise or become 

negative. The negative selectivity may suggest that previously retained carbon dioxide is being displaced 

by stronger adsorbing components, but due to the low concentration, this cannot be confirmed with this 

data. Figures (56A&B) show the evolution of carbon dioxide’s mass percent and selectivity. 

   

Figure 56: A, Evolution of carbon dioxide’s mass percent in the discharged gas for two representative discharges. B, 

Evolution of carbon dioxide’s selectivity for two representative discharges 
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6. Summary and conclusions 

In recent years, the growing environmental cost of gasoline has led to the increased use of natural gas in 

many aspects of daily life. One promising way natural gas could significantly reduce emissions would be 

implementing natural gas into the transportation sector through the production of natural gas vehicles. 

One major road block to implementing natural gas vehicles is the low energy density of natural gas 

compared to gasoline. As of today, the most common ways to increase natural gas’s energy density is 

either CNG or LNG technologies, both of which have large costs associated with tank design, cooling or 

compression. ANG systems, which use adsorbents to create dense films of natural gas at low pressures 

and room temperature, have been suggested as an alternative to CNG and LNG technologies [7,18,30,76–

78].  

Adsorbents such as MOFs, zeolites and activated carbon adsorbents rely on van der Waals forces to 

densify natural gas near the surface of the adsorbent material. Van der Waals forces, also called London 

dispersion forces, are long range electron-electron interactions between two atoms creating an attractive 

or repulsive force between the atoms, depending on their separation. The attractive potential arises from 

the second quantization of the interactions between instantaneous dipoles and scales with  r-6. The 

repulsive potential occurs at small separations where the electron clouds of the two atoms can become 

distorted, making the potential difficult to calculate. Different forms for this repulsive potential have been 

proposed, but the most commonly used scales with r-12. Combining these two terms leads to the famous 

Lenard-Jones potential, given as Eqs. (4A&B) [16,17]. Depending on the atoms in consideration, this 

potential can create a potential well deep enough to create films of gas that are much denser than the 

bulk gas would be at similar temperatures and pressures.   

Graphite and graphite like materials, such as activated carbons, have shown significant van der Waals 

interactions with natural gas. Since graphite is oriented in two-dimensional sheets stacked on top of each 

other, it can be considered as a system of slit shaped pores of varying separations where adsorption can 

occur on the surfaces of the two-dimensional sheets. Assuming these sheets to be infinite in the x and y 
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dimensions allows the traditional Lenard-Jones interaction between two single atoms to be reduced to a 

one-dimensional equation through integration over a single graphene layer. This results in equations such 

as Eqs. (17&18), which represent the interaction of a single atom with a graphene sheet [25,29]. Summing 

the contributions of two such sheets gives the interaction potential of a single atom in a slit shaped pore. 

Computer simulations have shown that large potential wells can be created inside these pores, and the 

depths of these potential wells decrease with increasing pore size. When considering the interaction with 

methane, the most common component in natural gas, these potentials wells have been shown to be 

deepest for pores between 3.6-3.8 Å wide, which is approximately equal to the graphene-methane 

interaction distance. Due to the depth of the potential well, and the fact that only one layer of methane 

can be formed in these pores, pores this small have been shown to saturate at low pressures and show 

lower total storages than larger pores which can form multiple methane layers. The greatest methane 

storages have been found in pores approximately 7.5 Å wide, where two methane layers can be formed 

without any void space [26,27].  

Studies into the densities of the films formed inside these pores have shown a strong dependence on the 

pore size. When considering methane adsorption in high performing activated carbon samples, at typical 

ANG pressures, it has been found that mesopores and macropores (>20 Å) show significantly less 

densification compared to micropores. Also, at low pressures, the adsorption can be considered to form 

only monolayers.  Studies have found that gas densities in graphitic pores can range from 67-370 g/L for 

varying pore sizes in equilibrium conditions [24,26,31]. Very few of these studies have been experimental 

in nature, and no previous studies have been done on the density of pores in non-equilibrium conditions.  

Most of these studies focus on pure methane due to methane being the most prevalent component of 

natural gas and because methane adsorption is reversible at room temperature. Larger hydrocarbons, 

ranging from ethane to heptane, have been shown to have stronger interactions with carbon adsorbents. 

This leads these heavier components to be selectively adsorbed when included in gas mixtures with 

methane, and in many cases, they cannot be fully desorbed at room temperature. This retention of non-

methane components has been shown to cause storage loss in carbon adsorbents and is a challenge 
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facing their implementation [42–46,51,74,79,80]. Few groups have studied how these non-methane 

components affect the storage of carbon adsorbents or attempt to explain how these components change 

the adsorbed films formed by these adsorbents. 

To research adsorption in these carbon materials, the ALL-CRAFT lab at MU produced a series of carbon 

adsorbents using a range of production methods. One of the best performing materials, in terms of 

volumetric storage capacity, was a series of carbon monoliths. These monoliths, which were produced by 

combining a precursor PAC with the binder PVDC and heating the mixture under compressive stress, were 

found to have specific surface areas of 2300 m2/g, porosities of 0.73, and packing fractions near unity. The 

high surface area of the monoliths, combined with the near perfect packing, resulted in crystalline 

volumetric storage capacities of approximately 105 g/L at 35 bar, which is over 4 times that of 

compressed methane at the same pressure. 20.5 kg of these monoliths were then placed inside a custom-

built ANG tank (CEC tank) to study the dynamics associated with ANG systems [18,30,76,81].  

The goal of this work was to use the CEC tank, and the 20.5 kg of monoliths contained inside, to study the 

adsorbed films created by the monoliths under dynamic conditions and how these films change due to 

the non-methane components of natural gas. The dynamic properties of adsorbed methane films were 

tracked under different dynamic conditions. The results were than analyzed to see how pore size and 

system temperature affect the evolution of these films. Then two natural gas cycling experiments were 

performed to study the effect non-methane components in natural gas have on the adsorbed films 

created by carbon materials. The results and final conclusions of these experiments follow. 

By tracking the pressure, temperature, and mass transfer while filling the CEC tank with methane, under 

two different filling pressures, the 𝐺abs and 𝜌ad evolution of the carbon monoliths were able to be tracked 

during the filling process. This is the first time that this author is aware of that 𝜌ad has been reported in a 

dynamic system. After a brief transient, associated with the filling of void space inside the tank, the 

evolution of the 𝜌ad was seen to follow a two-term exponential. To explain this phenomenon, it was 

proposed that each time constant represented a distinct filling process. These filling processes were then 

theorized to be related to the filling of different sized pores. This was proposed since small pores have 
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been shown to saturate at lower coverage and because the PSD of the monoliths is bimodal, with one of 

the two peaks being under 10 Å while the other being over 10 Å. Under this assumption, the smaller time 

constant was assumed to represent the filling of smaller micropores (0-10 Å) while the larger time 

constant represented the filling of larger micropores (10-20 Å). In this way, it was possible to break up 𝜌ad 

into 𝜌s and 𝜌l contributions and track the evolution of each individually.  

The density of the adsorbed film inside the small pores was found to increase quickly during both filling 

procedures and level off within 10 minutes of filling. It was found that these pores reached film densities 

of approximately 350 and 265 g/L for 𝑉sf = 0.58 and 0.96 mL/g, respectively, and showed little 

dependence on the choice of filling procedure. This suggests that the evolution of the adsorbed film in 

these small micropores is only dependent on the system’s pressure being above a certain threshold value. 

After this threshold, large pressure changes are needed to change 𝜌s significantly. Since the fills also had 

different temperatures, it shows that 𝜌s most likely does not have a strong dependence on the system’s 

temperature. Finally, since the saturation of the small micropores occurred well before the end of the fills, 

fill times are controlled by the evolution of 𝜌l. 

𝜌l had a much slower evolution than 𝜌s and ended at much lower values, ranging from 205-227 g/L and 

101-110 g/L for 𝑉sf = 0.58 and 0.96 mL/g, respectively. The slower evolution was due to 𝜌l not significantly 

increasing until 𝜌s had nearly saturated, and the tank had already reached the chosen filling pressure. The 

density in the large micropores was also found to be strongly affected by the choice of filling procedure 

which determined the system’s temperature. If a constant film volume was assumed, using a higher filling 

pressure caused the ending values of 𝜌l to be smaller. Since storage capacity, and therefore film density, 

should increase with pressure, this suggests that the film volume is not constant during gas loading. By 

using the Ono-Kondo model on 𝐺ex isotherms at varying temperatures, it was found that the adsorbed 

film volume decreases linearly with increasing temperature. Since the weakest interactions are in the 

larger pores, the lower film volumes can be assumed to be caused by certain pores above 10 Å not being 

able to form a significant adsorbed film at higher temperatures.  
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During a dynamic filling process, the heat of adsorption raises the system’s temperature significantly, 

which decreases the total film volume. Accounting for this changing film volume, it was found that 𝜌l 

during the 40 bar fill did evolve faster than in the 35 bar fill, and the ending densities were approximately 

250 g/L in both cases. This agreed well with the predicted equilibrium values of approximately 243 g/L for 

𝜌l when assuming 𝑉sf  = 0.58 mL/g. 

These film densities where then used to calculate the 𝐺ex of other carbon adsorbents and compared to 

experimental data. In each case considered, the calculated values were within 5% of the measured value 

suggesting that the results found can be applied to carbon adsorbents with different precursors and 

production methods than the monoliths used in this work.  

The density evolution was also tracked during a discharge. 𝜌ad during the discharge was found to also 

follow a two-term exponential decrease, where the smaller time constant represented the quick 

depletion of the larger micropores, and the larger time constant was associated with the smaller 

micropores. During the discharge, 𝜌l decreased quickly and finished at values of 12.5 and 5.6 g/L for 𝑉sf = 

0.58 and 0.96 mL/g, respectively. Since the desorption is an endothermic process, the system’s 

temperature during the discharge was well below room temperature, making the Ono-Kondo film volume 

larger than 0.58 mL/g. Correcting for this, the ending value of 𝜌l during the discharge was 10.1 g/L, which 

is multiple times larger than the assumed 2 bar value.  

𝜌s decreased slower than 𝜌l due to the stronger interactions in these pores and ended well above the 

assumed 2 bar value. The ending values of  𝜌s were 167 and 122 g/L for 𝑉sf = 0.58 and 0.96 mL/g, 

respectfully, which are approximately 145% than the value of 𝜌s at 2 bar. This inefficient desorption in the 

small micropores is what causes ANG systems to have discharge efficiencies less than one.  

During both natural gas cycling experiments, the empty and full tank mass increased as cycling progressed 

due to the retention of larger hydrocarbons. The retained mass is located mainly in the adsorbed film, and 

if the film volume is assumed to be relatively constant, this would indicate that the film density increases 

with cycling. Without active thermal control during the system’s discharges, over the course of 20 cycles, 
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the full tank’s mass was found to increase 1.2 kg, resulting in 𝜌ad increasing 102 and 61.4 g/L assuming 𝑉sf 

= 0.58 and 0.96 mL/g, respectively. This accounts for approximately a 33% increase over the initial value 

of 𝜌ad. The active thermal control used during the second cycling experiment caused 𝜌ad to only increase 

51.3 or 31.0 g/L over the course of 20 cycles.  

Since the strongest interactions between the non-methane components and the carbon occur in small 

pores, and since smaller pores have been shown to have higher selectivity than larger pores, it was 

proposed that the majority of this retained gas could be assumed to be retained in the small pores. 

Therefore, the retained mass would only increase 𝜌s. Assuming the initial value of 𝜌s was the same as the 

𝜌s value found for methane at 35 bar, after 20 cycles, 𝜌s at 35 bar was found to be 512 and 432 g/L for 𝑉sf 

= 0.58 and 0.96 mL/g, respectively. Both values are above the density of liquid methane and 512 g/L is 

above the density of liquid propane at 35 bar and room temperature. This suggests that the retained 

components may be able to form liquid layers inside the small pores, effectively clogging them, and 

possibly leading to capillary condensation.  

After finding this, a possible physical mechanism for this pore clogging was proposed when the system 

was at 35 bar where the small pores can be broken into two parts. One clogged by a liquid consisting of all 

the retained mass at 35 bar and one unclogged part. Assuming the density of the clogged portion was 555 

g/L, which would be the density of the MU line natural gas at room temperature and 35 bar if all the 

components besides the C3+ hydrocarbons were removed, for both cycling experiments, the useable 

storage decrease was able to be predicted within 2.5% of the measured. This method also suggested that, 

in the first cycling experiment, after 20 cycles, approximately 20% of the small pore volume had been 

clogged. This means that the 90% of pore volume for pores between 6.7-7.9 Å, where the selectivity of 

these larger hydrocarbons have been shown to be the largest, would be clogged. The thermal control 

used during the second cycling experiment reduced the clogging to only 11%. This is approximately the 

same amount of pore volume located in pores between 6.7-7.2 Å, suggesting that the effect of the 

thermal control may have been to reduce pore clogging in pores between 7.2-7.9 Å. Under the same pore 

clogging assumption, but using the known storage loss and the mass retained on the carbon at 2 bar, it 
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was found that the density of the gas inside the clogged pores at 2 bar was reduced to approximately 310 

g/L. 310 g/L is well below the density of any liquid hydrocarbon including methane, suggesting that at 2 

bar the gas inside the clogged pores is not a liquid. Since propane is the most prevalent gas in the MU line 

gas, that is a liquid at 35 bar and a gas at 2 bar, it can be assumed that most of the gas that was 

responsible for the pore clogging over both sets of 20 cycles was propane.  

Cycling data from Romanos et al. on MSC-30 showed that, over a 1000 cycles, the useable 𝐺ex dropped 

140 g/L [50]. Under the pore clogging model proposed here, this would require 100% of MSC-30’s small 

pore volume to be clogged. This suggests that large hydrocarbons can be retained in pores up to 10 Å, 

which was not observed during the two 20 cycle experiments done here. To explain this, it was proposed 

that smaller hydrocarbons such as methane and ethane, which originally resided in the 6.7-7.9 Å pores, 

are displaced during cycling by larger hydrocarbons before these larger hydrocarbons start to clog larger 

micropores.   

This was supported by the discharged gas composition in latter cycles, where more ethane was being 

discharged than was added to the tank in the previous fill. This could explain why, during the first 

discharge experiment, the mass increase and useable volumetric storage loss started to slow around the 

15th cycle, even though small pore space was available. This replacement of smaller hydrocarbons by 

larger hydrocarbons would suggest that, after extended cycling, most of the retained gas would be 

hexane which is a liquid at both 35 and 2 bar. This would mean that the pores remain continually filled 

with a liquid layer and could not be recovered unless the system was exposed to vacuum and high 

temperatures. To confirm this replacement more cycling experiments would need to be performed.  
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8. Appendix  

A1. Plots of gravimetric excess adsorption, gravimetric storage, and 

volumetric storage for the unheated cycling experiment  

     

     

Figure A1: A, Gravimetric excess adsorption at 35 bar as a function of the cycle number during the unheated discharge 

cycling. B, Crystalline gravimetric storage at 35 bar as a function of the cycle number during the unheated discharge 

cycling. C, Tank gravimetric storage at 35 bar as a function of the cycle number during the unheated discharge cycling. 

D, Crystalline volumetric storage at 35 bar as a function of the cycle number during the unheated discharge cycling. 
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Figure A2: A, Gravimetric excess adsorption at 2 bar as a function of the cycle number during the unheated discharge 

cycling. B, Crystalline gravimetric storage at 2 bar as a function of the cycle number during the unheated discharge 

cycling. C, Tank gravimetric storage at 2 bar as a function of the cycle number during the unheated discharge cycling. 

D, Crystalline volumetric storage at 2 bar as a function of the cycle number during the unheated discharge cycling. 
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Figure A3: A, Useable gravimetric excess adsorption at 35 bar as a function of the cycle number during the unheated 

discharge cycling. B, Useable crystalline gravimetric storage at 35 bar as a function of the cycle number during the 

unheated discharge cycling. C, Useable tank gravimetric storage at 35 bar as a function of the cycle number during the 

unheated discharge cycling. D, Useable crystalline volumetric storage at 35 bar as a function of the cycle number 

during the unheated discharge cycling. 

A2. Plots of gravimetric excess adsorption, gravimetric storage, and 

volumetric storage for the heated cycling experiment  
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Figure A4: A, Gravimetric excess adsorption at 35 bar as a function of the cycle number during the heated discharge 

cycling. B, Crystalline gravimetric storage at 35 bar as a function of the cycle number during the heated discharge 

cycling. C, Tank gravimetric storage at 35 bar as a function of the cycle number during the heated discharge cycling. D, 

Crystalline volumetric storage at 35 bar as a function of the cycle number during the heated discharge cycling. 
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Figure A5: A, Gravimetric excess adsorption at 2 bar as a function of the cycle number during the heated discharge 

cycling. B, Crystalline gravimetric storage at 2 bar as a function of the cycle number during the heated discharge 

cycling. C, Tank gravimetric storage at 2 bar as a function of the cycle number during the heated discharge cycling. D, 

Crystalline volumetric storage at 2 bar as a function of the cycle number during the heated discharge cycling. 
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Figure A6: A, Useable gravimetric excess adsorption at 35 bar as a function of the cycle number during the heated 

discharge cycling. B, Useable crystalline gravimetric storage at 35 bar as a function of the cycle number during the 

heated discharge cycling. C, Useable tank gravimetric storage at 35 bar as a function of the cycle number during the 

heated discharge cycling. D, Useable crystalline volumetric storage at 35 bar as a function of the cycle number during 

the heated discharge cycling. 
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